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Pink Floyd performing here
for college courses
by George E. Hatoun
President Malcolm Gillis announced plans this week to give $40,000
to the residential colleges for college courses that would improve
students' academic environment
Each of the eight colleges will receive $5,000 to pay for expenses
associated with offering new college courses during the 1994-1995
academic year.
"[The decision to fund college courses] should help the colleges
foster a stronger degree of intellectual engagement among residents,"
Gillis said.
T h e expectation is that it would better enable students to partake of
faculty strengths not already reflected in courses offered in the curriculum," he sad.
The announcement came as a result of discussions with student
leaders, faculty, masters and officials in student affairs, according to
Gillis.
Sarah Burnett, interim vice president for student affairs, said the plan
is part of a continuing effort to include the residential colleges in the
academic community.
"The colleges are more than places for students to live... One way to
SEE COURSES PAGE 9

Show marksfirsttime a major tour has stopped at Rice Stadium in six years
by Mike Bogaisky
Pink Floyd is coming to Rice.
Promoter Pace Concerts is selling
tickets tomorrow for an April 5 appearance of the British rock band at
Rice Stadium.

The band announced plans Feb. 3
for the North American leg of its
Awaken to The Sense of Reality World
Tour at a Los Angeles news confer-

ence, including a stop in Houston.
Pink Floyd's appearance marks the
first time a national tour has stopped
at Rice Stadium since the Monsters of
Rock tour six years ago.
Assistant Athletic Director Steven
Moniaci said an official agreement for
the use of the stadium has not yet
been reached between Pace Concerts,
Pink Floyd's local representative, and
the Rice Athletic Department, despite
full-page ads for the concert this week
in many local newspapers.
"A contract hasn't been signed,"
Moniaci said, "and until then, nothing
goes." He declined to speculate on the
chances of both parties reaching an
agreement or when this would happen.
But Pace President Louis Messina
said, "That has to be his position until
we sign. We're very confident that this
will happen." Messina also declined to
comment on when they would do this.
The last major concert hosted here
was the Monsters of Rock in 1988 — a

combined bill of Van Halen, Metallica,
Dokken.TheScorpionsand Kingdom
Come. Moniaci said Rice also hosted
the Beach Boys in the mid 1980s.
Moniaci said the stadium has been
considered for major concerts fourto
five times in the last five years. He said
promoters generally pit Rice against
the Astrodome in an attempt to lower
prices. But the Astrodome generally
wins, possibly because of its better
facilities and invulnerability to weather
conditions.
Astrodome press liaison Peter Fink
confirmed that Pace contacted the
Astrodome about the April 5 show,
but a Houston Astros game conflicted
with the date.
In 1989 Paul McCartney was considering Rice Stadium for his world
tour, but arrangements fell through
when McCartney became ill and subsequently canceled half of the tour.
Moniaci would not say how much
money Rice stands to gain from the
SEE CONCERT PAGE 9

Rice student crowned Miss Chinese New Year
by Lisa Ann Robertson

Election Notes
Junior Andrea Johnson was
elected president of Baker
College on Tuesday.
Brown College elected the
following students to its
executive cabinet Tuesday:
Shawn Brooks, executive vice
president; Guss Sattem,
internal vice president; and
RoseAnn Martinez, secretary.
There will be a run-off election
for treasurer on Feb. 22
between Jeremy Smith and Tino
Tran.
.
The Rice Threshet'inadvertently
reported last week that the
deadline for general-election
petitions is Feb. 15. It was
actually Feb. 8, but the Student
Association Senate agreed to
extend the deadline until today
to avoid elirninatingcandidates
from the race. Petitions are
due at 5 p.m. in the student
Organizations office. Campaign
statements are due today by 5
p.m., on a Macintosh disk, in
the Student Organizations
office. Campaigning may begin
.Tuesday for SASenate officers,
Rice Program Council officers,
Rice
Thresher
editor,
Campanile editor, Honor
Council class representatives,
University Court
class
representatives and Rice
Student Volunteer Program
officers.
The spring election will be
March 15. Petitions will be
available Feb. 23 for Honor
Council representatives at
large, University Court
representatives at large and
Sammy the Owl.

Patricia Lin is a self-described waif.
"I never wear makeup ... I wear
boys' clothes ... I have athletic legs.
I'm the last personfriendsexpected to
see in a beauty pageant," said the
Baker College junior.
Not only did her friends see her in
the Chinese American Citizens Alliance Miss Chinatown Pageant, but
they also saw her win first runner-up
and the title of Miss Chinese New
Year.
The Chinese holiday, based on the
lunar calendar, began yesterday and
lasts two weeks. As thefirstrun ner-up
in the Houston-area pageant, Lin assumes the local duties of the winner
who competes in San Francisco this
week for the national title.
Lin's responsibilities include appearances at CACA-Houston Lodge
events to celebrate the New Year. In
honor of the holiday, different Chinese-American organizations invite
family, friends and community leaders to various functions such as banquets, said pageant chair Jane Gee.
CACA's educational programs help
raise awareness about the Asian com-

munity in general and the ChineseAmerican community in particular.
"We foster better American citizenship among our members and work
for betterment of our community,"
Gee said.
While CACA educates the public
about Asian civil rights, it also organizes the pageant which combines
traditional modeling, swimsuit, talent
and personality/poise competitions
with a category in Chinese formal
dress, known as the chipao.
"We've sponsored the pageant for
the last 24 years to encourage young
women of Chinese ancestry to better
present themselves in the commu nity
and the world, and to help them develop their talents," Gee said.
Lin said she's not traditional beauty
pageant material.
"Some of my friends said That's
not you at all.' People from the pageant had to teach me to do my makeup
and my hair," she said. "But this was
something fun to do. Itwasachanceto
be glamorous for a while."
Despite the glamorous costumes
and treatment at the pageant, Lin said
she endured a comedy of errors the
night of competition. "All sorts of bad
SEE PAGEANT PAGE 9

M i s s C h i n e s e New Year Patricia Lin

Students spy on their valentines at RPC party
by Michael Nimri
Potential valentines had the opportunity to reveal their secret crushes to
unsuspecting students at the Rice Program Council Crush Party on Feb. 5.
According to RPC secretary Gene
Paige, the idea for the crush party has
been considered in the past for the
RPC's spring party, which generally
has a different theme each year.
"There's always been kind of concern that if you do something like this,
people might feel left outfromgetting
invitations," Paige said.
"But this year I guess the committee has decided that we'd like to give
it a shot I think it's an interesting
idea"
The RPC sent out pink "somepne
has a crush on you" invitations to the
459 people who were anonymously
invited, Paige said. Each person re-

ceived only one invitation, regardless
of how many times he or she was
listed.
White invitations were sent out to
welcome everyone to the party and
console those who didn't get a pink
one.
Several faculty members and
graduate students, including President Malcolm Gillis, were invited to
the party. Gillis, however, did not attend.
Entertainment included bands
Carolyn Wonderland and the Imperial Monkeys. The choice for a live
band this year instead of a disc jockey
was a change, Paige said.
According to Brown College RPC
representative Jeremy Smith, the band
was a good draw for the party. He said
the turnout was better than that of
RPC spring parties in the past few
years.
Both Paige and Smith said they

considered the party a success. Paige
estimated that between 400 and 500
students attended the party throughout the course of the evening, with no
more than 250 at any given time.
Some students complained of the
long breaks taken by the band, suggesting that a disc jockey shoyld have
been set up to play mtsic during these
periods.
But Paige said having a disc jockey
and band set up at the same time
would have been impossible considering the space provided by the Grand
Hall.
Other students thought people dismissed the party too easily.
"I thought people didn't give it
enough of a chance," said Wiess College sophomore John Hunter. "There
weren't enough people thereto have a
good time. Near the end, it got better
with more people dancing."
Sid Richardson College freshman

Stephen Gallagher agreed that there
was a good male-female ratio.
He also commented that the music, although talented, was
"undanceable." Hedidn't wan t to leave,
he said.
Wiess freshman Fred Wen said,
"It was a good way to meet women."
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Hosting concert presents university
with opportunities for gain
By agreeing to h o s t t h e Pink Floyd concert in April, t h e
university h a s shown a c o m m e n d a b l e willingness to u s e one of its
greatest assets — Rice Stadium — as s o m e t h i n g other than a
temple for t h e American religion of football. In doing so, Rice is
playing its small part in expanding t h e community's horizons
beyond merely athletic and academic matters. At t h e s a m e time,
it is offering s t u d e n t s an opportunity to see a band that, for many,
is a long-time favorite.
Aside from t h e s e deeds, t h e university is also helping its bottom
line. By bringing outside tenants to t h e stadium, Rice is profiting
from the larger Houston community, a g r o u p less fully mined than
the university's usual contributors. In fact, it might b e h o o v e the
stadium's administrators to forcefully m a r k e t t h e venue, instead of
simply waiting for A s t r o d o m e rejects. After all, t h e stadium does
have s o m e advantages over its smaller, m o r e sterile rival.
T h e outside community h a s m o r e to offer than just money, of
course. T h i s interaction with t h e city's residents can perhaps b e
t h e basis for m o r e fruitful relationships in t h e future. Any chance
to show off Rice's attractive c a m p u s creates positive impressions,
which never h u r t
Unfortunately, Rice must take t h e bad with t h e g o o d . Hosting
large events invites an invasion of the h e d g e s and a potential threat
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Campus Store monopoly must end
Strechingprofit margins and misleading students are unacceptable policies
To the editor:
As a Rice student I had grown
accustomed to the high prices charged
by the Rice Campus Store on everything from textbooks to sweatshirts.
However, recent dealings with the
store have made me mad as hell.
First, I paid $18 for a set of class

that it would cost $69. When the book about getting us involved in running
arrived, I was informed that the book the store that we are all but forced to
cost $73.
use.
I assumed that someone had made
Until the present situation is
a mistake, so I asked to see the in- changed, I would urge all Rice stuvoice. The Rice Campus Store paid
$54.75 for the book I had ordered and
had marked up the price 33.3 percent!
When
I asked about this, I was told
6
relativel
Why is there no
.
*°
y
that all books were marked up by the
same amount
M edenic campus
regulation of this schoolWell, 1 now know why the Rice
| J I X 1 1
within. T h e Rice
Campus Store can afford to have so
owned monopoly ? *
^ • C a m p u s Police in
many employees standingaround, apT H E EDITOR
parently doing nothing. What do they
£ ^
C f cooperation with
- h*
Houston po- notes that consisted of 200 sheets of care about efficiency? Does Dr. Gillis
W
t - t • lice will have to photocopied paper in a plastic binder. plan to make up shortcomings in tuThe price seemed high, so 1 asked one ition by charging more at the Campus dents to boycott the Rice Campus Store!
learn to deal with of the staff if the price was correct The Store?
Don't buy books through the store,
t h e s e c r o w d s , woman said that the price was correct,
The Rice Campus Store is a conve- order them directly from the publishwith a special em- and that it was expensive because, "it nient place to buy books and supplies, ers. Buy your supplies from an office
phasis on avoiding any m o b violence such as that ignited at a must contain copyrighted material" and for those students without cars, it supply discount house. Beg rides, or
football g a m e between visiting schools at Rice Stadium two y e a r s My professor has assured me that the is about the only game in town. Why is take the bus. Don't let Rice steal your
notes don't
there no regulation of this school- money.
ago.
The big outrage came when 1 had owned monopoly? Why don't the stuRice m u s t also avoid souring relations with its n e i g h b o r s in the Campus Store order a supplemen- dents get together and demand a say
Anthony Postert
adjacent residential areas. While this concert may not pose m u c h tary textbook for one of my classes. I in how the Rice Campus Store operGraduate student
of a t h r e a t t o t h e n e i g h b o r h o o d (and may even appeal to thehippie- was told at the time I ordered the book ates? Talk to your SA or GSA reps
Department of Economics
tumed-yuppie crowd there), ; other events could lead to protest
from residents w h o s o m e h o w imagined that living within sight of
Rice's 70,000-seat b e h e m o t h would always b e peaceful.
T \ a
The
/ I M
1
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In short, h o s t i n g a major rock concert is a great opportunity for
members. After analyzing often com tween the two processes. One major
To the editor;
the university. Gains in revenues and public relations are t h e r e for
I recently had an opportunity to plex testimony and facts presented by difference of course is that the mem
the taking as long as Rice side-steps the landmines inherent in any appear and testify before the Honor a student, and in many cases a mem bers of the Honor Council do not have
such e v e n t N o w if only t h e university could have reserved s o m e Council The adjudication of Honor ber of the faculty as well, the Council the benefit of three years of post-bacKraettli Epperson, Peter Howiey
calaureate training specifically deCode violations on this campus is so
tickets for s t u d e n t s . . .
Editors-in-Chief
signed to teach them the adjudication
impressive I felt compelled to com
process, a fact which makes their
ment on it
' I commend every memberachievements all the more significant
Efficient thorough and fair are the
Shane A. Speciale
I commend every member of the
words
which
best
describe
not
only
Business Manager
of the Honor Council ' Honor Council Regardless of the prothe process, but the conduct of the
fessions you choose, in participating
members of the Honor Council. From
Melissa Williams News Editor
in this process you are acquiring anathe start of my involvement through
Sei Chong Asst. News Editor
lytical and critical thinking skills which
the end of my testimony, all of the
David Hale Opinion Editor
membersofthe Honor Council exhib- is then required to draw a conclusion will serve you well for the rest of your
Vivek Rao Asst Opinion Editor
ited a level of maturity, wisdom and which may have profound implica- lives.
Jeremy Bogaisky Arts & Entertainment Editor
tions for the accused, who happens to
intelligence far beyond their years.
Joanna Winters Asst. Arts & Entertainment Editor
Barbara C. Stewart
I realize Rice students are excep- be a fellow student I have also testiChristof Spieler Asst Arts & Entertainment Editor
Reference Librarian
tional, but it is also important to under- fied in a court of law, and there are
TonyTran Sports Editor
Fondren Library
stand what is asked of Honor Council many parallels that can be drawn beGrant Flowers AsstSports Editor
Michael Gomez Asst. Sports Editor
Rachel Dornhelm Features Editor
Amy Jeter Asst. Features Editor
Eric Stotts Backpage Editor
To the editor:
Council effort and attendance each cussed in meetings. Besides not havMonica Weinheimer Photography Editor
ing the benefit ofamember's thoughts
One of the changes the Honor year.
Kevin Mistry Production Manager
Maximum attendance at meetings if he or she is absent from a meeting,
Council is proposing for this year's
Charles Klein Production Manager
elections is an attempt to ensure all is important for several reasons. One, the attempt to catch a member up for
Haley S. Robertson Ads Manager
Council members' presence in Coun- obviously, is that the more input we the next meeting is often time-conKathy O'Steen Asst Business Manager
cil meetings, unless they have a valid get from as many members as pos- suming and incomplete.
sible, the more effective we can be as
In short, the Honor Council is only
excuse for their absence.
The Honor Council's policy is cur- a committee. The Council is extremely as good as its members and without
The Rice Thresher, the official student newspaper at Rice University
rently that if any Council member diverse, which is one of its strong the presence of all of them in meetsince 1916, is published each Friday during the school year, except during
misses more than three meetings per points. This diversity, however, will ings, our potential is simply not
examination periods and holidays, by the students of Rice University.
year without an excuse, that member go to waste ifthere is not some method reached. Input and awareness are two
Editorial and business offices are located on the secondfloorof the Ley
will automatically be considered for by which each member of anyfuture of the most basic requirements to
Student Center, P.O. Box 1892, Houston, Texas, 77251. Phone 527-4801.
removaL Graduatestudentobligations Council will be obligated to go to all of make any group work and we ask that
e-maik thresher@ricevmlxice.edu. Advertising information available on
the meetings.
the student body help ensure maxiare taken into account
request Mail subscription rate per semester $20.00 domestic, $40.00
mum effectiveness of the Council by
Another
reason
why
attendance
is
Although
this
is
Cou
ncil
policy
and
international via first class mail Non-subscription rate: first copy free,
passing the attendance change to Arso
important
is
that
so
much
ground
is
as
such
is
binding
for
us
for
this
year,
second copy $1.00.
the Honor Council would like to see it covered in each meeting. In order to ticle II of the By-Laws.
Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion of the Thresher
in Article II of the Constitution By- be the most productive we can be, it is
Editorial Staff. All other pieces represent solely the opinion of the author.
Carolyn Gill
Laws (Meetings) as a permanent necessary that each member be aware
Obviously. © COPYRIGHT 1994
Hanszen '97
mechanism to ensure the maximum of and understand the material dis-
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Unique ideas to impress your squeeze on Valentine's Day
Jym
Schwartz
Once again we come to that special
timeofthe yearwhen we step outside,
take a deep breath of air...and dash
inside to change into shorts because
it's 90 degrees.
That's right, Feb. 14 marks the
official beginning of summer in Houston. (For those of you who don't recall
my columnfromlast September, summer officially ends on Dec. 1 here in
the Bayou City.)
As it happens, this is also Saint
Valentine's Day; the man after whom
the day was named led the snakes out
of Ireland and into the Archbishop of
Canterbury's shorts, which made him

never come up with a message as
touching as:
I know our loving friendship
Is therefor all the year,
But I I I take today to tell you
Just why you are so dear.
Well, actually, I just did. Okay, so
what does this tell you? It tells you one
of two things:
1) I am a knee-biting loser who
should be working for Hallmark.
Or 2) I am a knee-biting loser who
thinks greeting cards mean you cared
enough to spend a whopping $2.50.
So if there's a non-gender specific

' I was going to give you

• Give your honey money, saying, "I
was going to give you some crappy
little greeting card, but I figured the
money would be better spent on something you mightactually wantand this
way itdoesn'thave to involve the senseless slaughter of a tree."
• Show up empty-handed and explain that your hands are the gift.
• Strip naked, dip yourself in glue,
roll in some feathers, don a German
World War I helmet (the kind with the
spike on top) and the run around the
outside of your beloved's domicile
screeching, "I'm the Love Bird! I'm
the Love Bird!"
• Rentanapesuitandputiton.Then
go to your person-of-choice's place of
work. Find him/her, put the individual
in a headlock and sing "That's Amor^"

at the top of your lungs.
• Nothin' says lovin' like something

waitron (PC for "waiter" and "waitress," for those of you who still don't
know, even though you probably don't
read my column anyway, thinking I'm
just a goofy nut from California.) to
bring a special fortune cookie that
6
Nothin* says loruin' like reads, "It is better to have loved and
lost than to know your date has the
something you skinned all clap."
• Tattoo the person's name across
by yourself. 9
your forehead.
• Shoot the president. (An old ploy,
but it works every time.)
Tempora Bona Volvant and don't
you skinned all by yourself.
forget to wear a raincoat
• Spray-paint your names together
P.S. Cicero's dead too.
on an overpass. (This is another favorite in rural communities.)
Jym Schwartz is a second-yeargraduate
• Take your favored individual to a student in the Department of Geology
Chinese restaurant and plan for the
and Geophysics.

some crappy little greeting
card, but... this way it
doesn't have to involve the

ANY w
quite popular at parties back in those
hairy days of yore. It's my understanding that he also got his head cut
off at some point
But thanks to modern perversion,
this day is now celebrated by the major greeting card companies of the
world.
They purchase lace and red construction paper in the millions of
square yards and sell them to the
public, mutilated and covered with
the moronic scribblings of some kneebiting loser trapped in a cubicle somewhere deep in the sub-basement.
Dont get me wrong. I think the
manufactured greeting card is a fine
tradition of civilization, along with EZ-Cheez and Bac-O-Bits (not to mention the drive-thru). I know I could

senseless slaughter of a
tree. '
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individual you want to impress, I recommend you make a little more effort
Of course, this could require creativity on your part, which may not be
your fort6. What can you do? You
don't want to sell out to cheap, tawdry,
sugary, store-bought sentiments, but
you're having trouble thinking of
something on your own.
Well, thanks to my home-grown
wisdom, you can relax. I present below some reasonably-priced and creative solutions to the age-old problem
of how to tell someone they're special
to you (however, I am NOT liable for
any damages resultingfromfollowing
these suggestions):

Rice academic workload detracts from education outside the classroom
Anne
Chettle
Throughout our series of articles,
the members of the Committee on the
Academic Environment have examined areas in which Rice could improve its approach to academics and
foster a more intellectual and less
workhorse-atmosphere. What lies at
the root of all of our complaints or

Closer
proposals for reform is something
hugely amorphous and not easily
changed: Rice's graduation requirements.
Simply put, requirements for
graduation are extraordinarily tough.
A candidate for a bachelor of arts degree must complete 120 hours upon
graduation, which breaks down to five
classes for every semester during a
four-year stay at Rice.
Acandidateforan accredited bachelor of science degree must complete
at least 134 hours (137 for degrees in
chemical engineering) which breaks
down to at least six classes a semester,
not including labs or advanced placement credit
Ninety-two hours are required by
the engineering department for their
major, no more than 80 for academic
departments.
Such requirements seem out of
scope with comparable universities.
Princeton University requires 30
courses for B.A degrees and 36
courses for B.S.E. degrees. Thus, the
breakdown is four or at most five
courses per semester for all eight semesters at Princeton.
Swarthmore University, with

which Rice conducts an exchange program, requires 32 credits (or courses)
for every degree, only eight of which
are required for the major.
Stanford University requires 180
units to graduate, but this is based on
the quarter system; 15 units are required per quarter (about three to
four classes) for the 12 quarters of
attendance at the university.
Alighterworkload maynotaccompany the reduced requirements at
these three universities. Indeed, the
students may find their courses force
them to focus more intently on the
subject matter. Yet clearly Rice demands more than most
The question arises, however,
whether Rice's demands are too exacting or whether they seive to edu-(,
cate Rice students better than most
students anywhere else in the country.
Dean of Students Sarah Burnett
has calculated that a student at Rice,
given the length of the school year
and the number of required hours,
completes the equivalent of five years
work at any other institution in just
four years. Yet what are the consequences of these requirements?
Many students are compelled to
take 18 hours some semesters, leading some to feel that their lives involve
little more than desperate attempts to
complete assignments. Some students
are dissuaded from taking semesters
abroad because they are afraid their
credits will not transfer.
Rice students are generally apathetic and do not for the most part,
attend lectures or participate in political, volunteer or cultural activities
unless they actually find them importantenough to sacrifice valuable study
time. When and if Rice students do let
loose, they would rather pursue decidedly unacademic ventures simply
to reduce the pressure of their
workload.
Rice students have always had to
work hard. Indeed, requirements used
to be much more strenuous, as

students are forced to assimilate vast
quantities of knowledge by excellent
professors, and yet once the books
are closed (if they ever are), the Rice
mind shuts off
So what is a realistic proposal?
Requirements will not be reduced in
near future. What must happen
' What lies at root of all of the
then is a new approach to learning
that sounds vague.
our complaints or
Rice's professors must teach their
students to think. Professors should
proposals for reform is give them time to explore the subject
on their own, rather than force more
something hugely
and more information down their
throats in an effort to prove that alamorphous and not easily though Rice may not have the name
recognition of Harvard, its students
changed: Rices
work far harder.
Rice should not attempt to comgraduation requirements. ' pensate
for having a lesser reputation
than other equally challenging universities by forcing tougher requirements and often ridiculous workloads.
would not only be unrealistic but also
Hard work must be accompanied
ill-timed if Rice is to remain attractive by intellectual questioning if it is to
and competitive.
have any lasting impression on the
Yet no amount of requirements in university and the student
the world can force a student to think.
Educators must realize that out-ofAt the root, this is Rice's problem. Rice class learning can be just as reward-

Kathleen Matthews, chair of the Biology Department discovered in her
talks with formerstudpnts. And to ask
for a lessening of the requirements

SUMMER JOBS
AT CAMP

C&OrtteLOtt
QQQ OH 2) A
600 camps in
the USA, Russia,
and Europe
need you
this summer.
For the best summer ot your life,
see your career center for more
information or call Camp Counselors
USA @ 800-999-CAMP or write
CCUSA @ 4 2 0 Florence St.,
Palo Alto, CA 94301

ing and significant as in-class learning.
This is not to imply that change
can only occur with professors. Stu-

6

Educators must realu£

that outof class learning
can be just as rewarding
and significant as in-class
learning.

dents too must commit to learning for
its own sake and not simply work just
to get the assignment done.
Rice aims to educate: the student
must now be forced to think.
Anne Chettle is chair of the Committee
on the Academic Environment and a
ljovett senior. Kevin Reed and Jenna
Christensen contributed to this article.
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6725 Reed Road • Houston, Texas 77087
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Blanket taxes needed to improve infrastructure
To the editor
In the upcoming general election,
there will be a referendum vote to
increase the KTRU blanket tax.
KTRU's current share of the University blanket tax is $6.00 per student,
and theproposed increase would raise
it by $1.50.
The last increase in the station's
blanket tax was approved in March of
1990.
Due to inflation, revenues in real
terms have decreased since then. Also,
at the time of the last increase, KTRU
still operated at only 650watts of effective radiated power.
Since then there has been the substantial increase to 50,000watts which
brings with it added expenses and
responsibilities.
Unfortunately, the 50cent increase
whichfWent into effect in the fall of
1990 has not been sufficient to cover
these added costs.
Students benefit widely from
KTRU, which is one of the largest
organizationson campus, with around
100 students serving as DJs and staff
each semester.
Student DJs receive experience in
broadcasting which is unavailableelsewhere at Rice, since there is no com
munications department Because
KTRU is completely student run, the
staff receivesfirst-handexperience in
managing and operating a radio station.
Additionally, students can learn
production skills and gain experience
with electronics.
Finally, the listeners hear a variety of music which is unavailable any-

'Nile needs new scanner
To the editor
On Feb. 22, the Campanile is requesting a $5 increase in the blanket
tax bringing the current $ 19 up to $24per student The main reason for
this request is the continual widening of the gap between the costs of
producing a quality yearbook and the revenues received from the tax
and advertising.
Although the Campanile has slowly worked its way out of a $17,000
hole left by a collapsed advertising agency in the late "80s, the costs of
production have continued to increase despite every effort to cut
extraneous costs. The current debt of $10,000 does not allow our staff
to invest in new capital or draw journalistically-inclined students to our
staff through wages like other publications on campus.
We would like to reduce costs by purchasing slide scanners and new
computers which would allow us to make deadlines easier and also give
us'a break in the price charged by the publisher.
A Currently, we partially own one computer and have to spend a large
su m of our jnoney on processing color slide film and black and white
pictures.
The addition of a slide and negative scanner would allow us to move
toward lowering all photography costs. With a debt looming over our
heads, however, we do not have the ability to invest in new technology.
We are also looking into a three-year deal with Josten's Publishers,
Inc., which will reduce the overall price of the book and allow for a
minimal amount of capital improvements. As proven by this action
alone, we are trying to reduce costs while producing a quality book for
students to reminisce with in their later lives.
We will continue to look for cost-reducing deals no matter the
outcome of the election, but the increased blanket revenues would
allow us a quicker manner in which to return the students' investment
to them through a better-quality book.
The 1994 Campanile has a very small staff of students working
anywherefromfive to 30 hours a week trying to pull together a 512 page
book. While this is a volunteer job, the hours spent cause major
disruptions in an academic schedule. No compensation for this time
spent is offered.
Approval on Feb. 22 would allow the editors of future books to
investigate new technologies to help reduce both cost andtimecommitment by the staff, Should these savings bring the Campanile out of debt,
additional savings will be reinvested in making the Campanile s superior publication by providing for small wages to serve as an incentive for
potential staffers.
We emphasis, however, that the money, if approved, will go first
toward paying off the debt and making capital improvements. Then we
can build for the future.

Chris
Thomas

an e-e. cumrnings tribute
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Let me tell you a story, in honor of
Valentine's Day.
At a private, urban university
known for its rigorous academics, a
student whose %name is unimportant,
but whom we'll call Jenny to allow for
story flow, begins having some difficulties.
She had been dating a guy for the
past eight months rather seriously;
enough that she had gotten into a
pretty cozy schedule: sleep at hisplace,
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you'll be cool!

EDGE

Now Open in the Village Arcade...

TAASTE THE PASSION-

The finest ice
cream (and Yogurt)
in the WorkT

HExtra Scoop 1
, FREE!
|
I with any purchase of
2 5 1 7 Amherst ice cream or yogurt
in the Village Arcade

•

524-8857

|

Limit one coupon per purchase.
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' Additionalfunds would
also improve the
opportunities to get
nationally known
musicians to play oncampus. *

Betrayal allegory points against drug war

M«K> Smith,
Campanile editor
'Wieswr
Charles Klein
Campanile assistant editor
SRC '97
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within the narrow formats of most
commercial stations. There are specialty shows to appeal to almost every
musical taste, and a wide variety of
non-college rock interspersed in the
regular programming.
The specialty shows include rap,
reggae, local music, jazz, blues, Indian, '60s, folk/bluegrass, classical,
world, women's music, experimental,
techno, and others.
Every student's input is encouraged for both regular programming
and speciality shows. In fact, most
speciality shows were formed as a
direct result of students approaching
the staff and suggesting ways to diversify the programming.
The requested increase would allow KTRU to continue to operate effectively. The additional resources
would also benefit the students by
improving baseball broadcasts, adding Shepherd school concerts to the
programming and providing on-campus concerts.
Even if you are nota regular KTRU
needed equipment
The desired improvements would listener, please remember that KTRU
help KTRU better serve the interests is important to a large number of Rice
of the Rice community. For example, students who either work with the
new funds would allow KTRU to broad- station or listen to the programming.
cast Shepherd School concerts and to I hope you will consider the benefits
replace the unreliable equipment cur- that many students, as well Houstorently used to broadcast Rice Owl nians outside the Rice community,
receive from the station and vote for
baseball games.
Additional funds would also im- the modest increase in KTRU's blanprove the opportunities to get nation- ket tax on February 22nd.
ally known musicians to play on-campus.
Erik Benke
KTRU co-station manager
KTRU's primary focus is on underWRC'95
exposed genresof musicand the work
of musicians whose music does not fit

where else in Houston.
The current budget is primarily
used to cover everyday operational
costs. This leaves very little money for
the necessary repair and upgrade of
broadcasting equipment
In fact, this year KTRU has been
forced to use roughly one-third of its
emergency fund in order to replace
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get to class, see him at lunch, go to lab,
meet him for dinner, study, have some
coffee, sleep. Unabashedly regular.
Unfortunately, over the Thanksgiving holiday, "Steve," as he might
be named,found himselfin town atone
forthe first time in as long as he could
remember because Jenny had flown
home to be with her family.
Well, Steve must not have been
thinking; he might have become a
little to used to the frequency with
which he had been having sex recently. Maybe those yams at dinner
did something to distract him. Maybe
Karen had had her eye on Steve for a
while and didn't realty care that much
aboutJenny,andtookherchancewhile
the opportunity presented itself
Needless, to say, Karen and Steve
shared the same toothbrush thatnight,
among other things.
Steve was working on his architecture project late on the night Jenny's
flight came in. Afriendof hers drove
her from the airport to Steve's place,
where she kept most of her clothes.
As she turned on the TV to see how
the weather would turn out over the
next week, she checked the answering machine for messages. You can
expect what she heard: Karen's longing voice seeking more of the same
that Steve had so recently provided.

Jenny was shocked into silence.
Sitting in Steve's living room, she
couldn't figure out what to do. Showering in his place was the last thing on
her mind. She wanted to run away,
back home to her warm bed and safe
surroundings. She wanted to stay and
roost in the house, removing all comfort from Steve's life, punishing him
for his infidelity.
She was completely unprepared
for this breaking news. She had expected that her only worry would be
finishing all of her classes in time to
allow her to do some Christmas shopping in the weeks to come. But three
papers and two tests? How could she
do all of that now that she couldnt go
back to Steve? How could she cope
with those idiots that she had been
forced to room with this semester?
Days went by; Jenny becoming
more and more entrenched in her
reeling world. Late nights studying;
short stolen naps disrupted by her
roommates' complete infatuation with
that damned Janet Jackson album,
especially when played at disconcertingly loud levels.
Just suffice it to say that Jenny
soon found herself on the ragged edge
of breakdown.
Herdesperation to exert some form
of control in her life in this time of
seeming freefall probably led her to
do the unthinkable. She called Stacey,
a friend of hers that went clubbing
ALL the time.
Jenny sold some things of Steve's
that he had left around and bought
several grams of cocaine from one of
Stacey's friends. Using the spare key
to Steve's place that she had used all
this time, she stashed the drugs away
in some clothes of Karen's that were
in a drawer.
That night, Jenny's "anonymous"
telephone call to the police of a drugdealing ring on campus resulted in
Steve and Karen's arrest for possession of a controlled substance, conspiracy to traffic in controlled substances, conspiracy to sell narcotics to
minors and conspiracy to sell narcotics.
Steve lost his scholarship, was suspended from school without notice
and had his car impounded as an implement for committing drug crimes, and
his bank accountsfrozenas evidence.

Karen was dropped from the swimming team abruptly. Her parents
stopped speaking to her now that her
college debauchery had gone o ne step
too far.
The quick ending to this story is
not totally happy. Karen and Steve
were eventually acquitted. They were
allowed to return to school, but Steve
had lost his scholarship due to a technicality over a suspension clause. He
never got his car back, as it had been
sold at a police auction months before
the trial even took place.
Karen missed what turned out to
be the biggest swimming season in
the school's history. She never made
it back on the team, graduating with-
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The drug war being
fought today is eroding
away the Constitutional
fabric upon which our
nation was founded. *
out distinction. Karen scraped through
unnoticed; her little "mischief" receding quickly into her past She eventually became a life insurance salesperson.
The preceding story wasobviously
fiction, but the premise is reality. The
drug war being fought today is eroding away the Constitutional fabric upon
which our nation was founded. Join
the fight to change drug abuse from
being acrime whose prosecution profits a small minority at the expense of
decent, hardworking, taxpaying
Americans like yourself and your parents.
Fight to free up billions and billions of dollars wasted on enforcing
drug crimes, or choose to fight on
principle, for America has a higher
per capita incarceration rate than any
"enemy" nation such as Communist
China, North Korea, Iraq or Cuba.
Happy Valentine's Day.
Chris Thomas is a Sid Richardson
College senior.
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Athletics, academics essential to Rice experience
To the editor:
1 read with great interest the letters concerning athletics at Rice that
were published in your editions ofJan.
14 and Jan. 21.
Since my son, Mike, is a Rice sophomore student and an athlete, I have
given a significant amount of thought
to the topic of Rice athletics since the
time of his college selection/recruiting process.
As a parent, I was quite cognizant
of the fact that many elements of the
Rice community opposed Division 1
athletics and the opposition had to be
a consideration for our family as we
delineated the pros and cons of various schools.
Mike, obviously, chose Rice and
he is very glad that he did. I am happy
thatMikeisattendingoneofAmerica's
finest colleges, an institution that has
been able to combine excellent academics with a competitive athletic program. «
My feeling is that first-rate academics and strong athletics can coexist at a great university, and that Rice
should be proud to be among those
universities, such as Stanford and
Duke, that demonstrate a strong commitment to excellence in the classroom and in the sports arena.
I would like to address several of
the points made by Professor Haskell
in his letter to the Rice Thresher. First
and foremost, the professor cited several individuals and groups who have
gone on record with their contention
that Rice should discontinue its support of Division I athletics.
Certainly, these elements of the
Rice community, are important and
their counsel must not be dismissed
out-of-hand.
One component of the Rice community, however, does not seem to be
counted among those opposing socalled "big-time" sports. That would
be the students.
I submit thatwhile administrators,
trustees, faculty and staff all have a
major stake in any university community, students are what a university's
primary concern is (or should be),
and my sense is that most Rice students support Rice athletics.
Professor Haskell stated that
intercollegiate athletics should consist of students "cheering" on their
classmates. I heartily agree with him
Rice's system of residential colleges,
with athletes not being segregated

into "jock dorms" as they are at many
schools, fosters just that spirit
My wife and I attended theTulane
game during Families'Weekend 1993,
and we couldn't help but notice the
banners that had been made by college residents in support of their classmates on the football team. The student section was alive with enthusiasm for the Owls.
We regularly attend University of
Louisville games. With bowl appearances in football and Final Four trips
in basketball, Louisville would seem
to be included among those institutions involved in the "semi-professional spectator sports" alluded to in
the professor's letter.
The student section at Louisville
does not demonstrate the level of support for its fellow students that the
Rice student body does.
I believe that athletics at Rice means
a great deal to the students and it plays
a key role in developing a sense of
camaraderie on campus.
Regarding Professor Haskell's suggestion that Rice explore joining the
Ivy League and/or the University Athletic Association (UAA) because their
members do not "suspend" admissions standards for athletes, I say this:
Anyone who believes that Ivy League
or UAA institutions do not maintain

flexible admissions standards for ath- categories? Geographical and minorletes (and other categories of appli- ity considerations are common, as are
cants, as well) is either terribly misin- special talents in art, music, dance and
formed or extremely naive. Mike was theater.
Athletes, as much as musicians,
recruited by several Ivy League
schools, and I had occasions to dis- dancers, et al, bring a unique talent
cuss his admission potential with a that helps to shape a university's social fabric.
few coaches.
My position is that to fail to factor
These conversations made it clear
that an athlete's application was re- in these attributes in the admissions
decision would do both the applicant
and the university a disservice.
It should be noted, also, that ex' Athletes, as much as cept for football, the Ivy League
schoolscompeteatthe Division I level,
musicians, dancers, et al, and they frequently field representative teams.
bring a unique talent that These institutions recognize that
athletics are as much a part of the
overall college experience as music,
helps to shape a
drama, fine arts, lectures, campus
universitys socialfabric. - political organizations, etc. Not a more
important part, but not a less important part, either.
Keep in mind, too, that a recent
viewed with input from the athletic USA Today article showed that Rice
ranked among the top 10 universities
department playing a major role.
Even the application forms Mike in a compariso n of average SAT scores
received had been stamped "Track." for scholarship athletes and non-athGiven most top-flight schools' de- letes.
Essentially, the data showed that
sire to have a well-rounded and diverse pool of enrollees, is it surprising the difference between the SAT scores
that different criteria enter the admis- of Rice athletes and the overall stusion process for applicants in various dent body was relatively small, one of

the smallest in the nation, in fact Given
the extraordinarily high average SAT
scores of Rice students, this is a significant statistic.
One might expect to see this list
headed by large public schools where
student bodies tend to achieve SAT
scores more closely aligned with national averages.
This is another example of Rice
being recognized as a leader in combining high academic standards withDivision I athletics and provides evidence of the academic quality of the
vast majority of Rice student-athletes.
(A perusal of track media guides for
the past several seasons serves to reinforce that impression for me.)
It is discouraging to read and hear
so often that athletes do notdeserve to
be at Rice, etc., and that one of my
most ardent wishes is that the rest of
the Rice community would come together to support the athletes' efforts.
I am very proud that Mike is an
Owl. He is, I believe, enjoying one of
America's best and most rewarding
educational experiences, a part of
which isoneof America's most unique
combined academic/athletic experiences.
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B U Y 1 • GET 1 F R E E
with this ad

2800 Brazos at Tuam
Open from lunch
Until 2:00 am
523-0192
^

Only the GE Classic MasterCard, offers students
this unequaled package of benefits.
MONDAYS: IAW NIGHT
Show law school ID, State Bar Card,
or legal profession business card &
get $1 off each purchase from 7 pm.

TUESDAY: VALENTINE DEAL
$20 package for 2 for Lunch/Dinner
Feb. 14; Candlelit table, champagne,
flowers, Valentine card. Reserve now.

WEDNESDAYS: CRAWFISH
$1.501b. all day & nite; FREE
CAJUN BUFFET 4 to 7 w/ peppered
com, new potatoes, dirty rice!
Wednesday, February 16, rockabilly

THE VAMPIRE LOVERS

FRIDAYS: LIVE SOUNDS
Friday, February 11, progressive pop
$4 cover, must be 21

PICASSO'S TRIGGER

SATURDAYS: LIVE SOUNDS
Saturday, February 12, rootsy rock
live sounds on 2 stages, ages 21+

EZRA CHARLES ($5 cover)
MARIE ENGLISH ($3 cover)
Rice Thresher 2/11194

99l%
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m APR

The GE Classic MasterCard is the educated
choice for students looking for smart ways
to save. It offers one of the lowest APRs
you'll find on campus - 9.9%* variable APR

for the first year with a low 16.9% variable APR thereafter.
That means that even if you're only able to pay the minimum
amount due, you'll pay just 9.9% on your outstanding balance.

NO ANNUAL FEE!
While other credit cards charge annual fees of $20 or more,
the GE Classic MasterCard has no annual fee. Frankly, we
don't see why you should pay just for putting our card in
your wallet.

This great offer could only come from
a team like GE Card Services and
MasterCard. GE Card Services is part
of one of the leading financial services
companies in the world. And MasterCard's the credit card
more widely accepted than any other on the planet. Together,
they provide you with unparalleled financial security.

STUDENT DISCOUNTS.
As a GE Classic MasterCard member, you re also entitled to
special discounts at many of your favorite stores. Through the
COLLEGE MasterValues™** program, you'll enjoy savings of
up to 40% on everything from CDs to travel.

The GE Classic MasterCard* An educated choice.
Look for an application on campus or in your mail.
And get the financial aid every student needs.
APR's shown as of Mi/94. 9 9 % va"abie APR applies for the fast I ? billing cycles, after that a vanable APR. wnich as of 1/1/94 was

v.

will increase to a variable APR. which as of 1/1/94 was 19 9%. based on you' de'.nquencv A minimum Finance Charge of $ 50 wil< apply at
$2 and maximum $20) will be charged for each cash advance
'COLLEGE Master Values is a product offered by MasterCard which >s subject to change and may be discontinued at any time Certain term

John Barako
Louisville, Ky.
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SIR? SOME-ONE
JUST LOGGED ON
TO THE COMPUT&R!

7 W S NOTPOSSIBLBf I
CHANGED THE PASSWORD
JUST LAST WEEK '

LET ME

BARELY.

ouyay

Amhas

THEY'RE
IN, SIR..

\

OF COURSE
I CAN... IT
SAYS...600Q

(AJHAT
IS IT
SIR?

609!

I VE BEEN TAPPED
FOR A PAN6EROUS,
HI6HLY SENSITIVE
COVERTOPERATION'

HERE, EAT
THIS HONEY
I'VE GOT TO
PACK'

SIR, ARB
HUE GOING
SOMEPLACE
(A!ARM?

\

THATON
THE COM

IM NOTAT
LIBERTY
HONEY.

BUT I'M

YOURS
ALSO A
CHINESE
NATIONAL...

CONFr
DANTE-, SIR1

MY INSTRUCTIONS MERE TO
TREAT THIS MISSION ASA
HI6HLY SENSITIVE NATIONAL
SECURITY /MATTER'

YOU'VE BEEN
HIREPASMUSCLE, HAVEN'T
YOU, SIR?

™T^SPOOL
OF PIANO
HONEY?

HONEY, HAVE YOU
SEEN MYMKE
ASSAULT PISTOL?

NOT LATELY.
SIR, WHOSE
BODYGUARD
ARE YOU GOING TO BE

=

I DON'T GET IT,
SIR. HJHYHJOULD
OLLIE NORTH
WHAT AN
NEED A BODY
fNANBGUARD?
QUESTION,
HONEY...

SIR, I HAVE
SOME BAD NEWS.
I'VE DECIDED TO
RETURN TO MY
HOMELAND.

HONEY,
YOU KNOW
BETTER
THAN TO
ASK ME
THAT...

TO GIVE YOU DETAILS
IS TANTAMOUNT TO
COMPROMISING NA
HONAL SECURITY. IT'S
STRICTLY NEED-TO-MM.

OLUE
NORTH?

GREAT.
NOWI'M
GOING TO
HAVE TO
KJLL
YOU.

t Q i § £

THE COLONELS
GOT ENEMIES —
POWBRfULENEMIES1 l c

WHAT WITH
YOUR NEW JOB,
I CAN'T SEE
HOW IV BE
ANYTHING BUT
IN THE MAY,
SO...

OKAY, BUT
I WANT
ALL YOUR
KEYS BACK

LIKE
WHO?

WELL, SO FAR
THEY'RE MOSTLY
IMAGINARY, BUT
THATCOULD
CHANGE.

ALSO, THIS IS SUCH SHORT NO
TICS I'LL HAVE TO KEEP YOUR.
IT'S NO USE
SECURITY DEPOSIT. AND MAKE BEGGING ME
SURE THE t/UHOLB GARAGE IS SPIO
TO STAY, SIR. NO, NO,
ANP-SPAN BEFORE YOU LEAVE!
THIS IWRKS
OUT FINE.
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Grad students want
Rice-supplied housing
by Kate Hallgren
A Graduate Student Association
survey shows that most graduate students are concerned with the lack of
university-supplied long-term housing.
"Ninety-four percentthoughtitwas
important or very important to have
some type of graduate student housing," said GSA PresidentJoseph Elias.
"It's not saying they'd live there, but
rather that it's important for the general feeling of the campus."
The survey questions ranged from
basic demographics, such as marital
status and departmental affiliation, to
questions about housing satisfaction.
Of 1,449 graduate students, 608 responded, or 42 percent
"This was desperately needed to
see how people thought about [housing]," Elias said.
"It wasn't to focus on problems
with the Grad House. Everybody

knows there are problems with the
Grad House. What's important is what
students want," said committee member Sue Minkoff.
The graduate housing issue is especially important now because of
persistent rumors that the aging
Graduate House is going to be sold.
Also, Vice President for Finance and
Administration Dean Currie is examining graduate housing options, Elias
said.
"It's been on the back burner for a
number of years," Elias said. "Rice
needs to start looking and dealing
with this issue in a more formal way
and not just saying well deal with it
when [the Graduate House] collapses." He said he hopes the survey
will be the impetus needed for change.
Seventy-seven percent said location and cost are the top two factors
they consider when looking for housing.
Many respondents mentioned the
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Dinner is served

Chef Laurie C. Payne pours wine fof Ten Tunnel, director of Student Center programs, and physics graduate
student Fr6d6ric Cot6. Payne showed them how to cook an easy, romantic Valentine's Day dinner in Farnsworth
Pavilion Wednesday.

SEE BSA PAGE 9

Jones party results in report of guns, dance-floor conflict
by Patricia Lin
A private party last week at Jones
College's third south floor was disrupted after a dance-floor collision
resulted in a confrontation and reports of guns brought the Campus
Police to investigate.
Jones junior Greg Chwerchak said
he saw that one of the people attending appeared to have a gun.
"It looked like the bu tt of a gu n, and
it was tucked into the back of his
pants. I couldn't be sure; I only caught
a glimpse of it," he said.
"He was lifting his shirt like he was
untucking it, but it was near the end of
the whole commotion. Some other
people told me that they had been
shown guns during the night, though,
so it could have been."
An anonymous caller notified the
Campus Police at 1:22 a.m. Saturday
that a group of students from the University of Houston were possibly carrying guns.
Sgt C.E. Veltman and Officer Richard Blair investigated. They were
unable to locate the subjects and
stopped the investigation after about
an hour.
Chwerchak said he was not sure
whether the students in question were

from UH.
"I assumed they were from elsewhere because I recognized the others and because I'd been told that
there'd be people from UH. Also, it
was the night before the UH basketball game, so I thought they'd come
over to hang out with their friends."
Lovett College juniors Randy
Westbrook and Lyon Hardgrave said
they were dancing in the crowded
floor lobby wfien Westbrook was
bumped backward into a black student
Both say the ensuing confrontation was racially motivated, but at least
two students who were at the party
disagreed. Westbrook and Hardgrave
are white.
"I think that if it was racially motivated, the fact that there were so many
blacks, then there would have been
some kind of escalation," said Mike
Quigley, a Jones senior who was hosting the party. Quigley, who is black,
pointed out that Westbrook and
Hardgrave left the party unscathed.
"The people that were making sure
that nothing was happening were
black," Quigley said.
"There's nothing racial that happened that night," said Rick Lopez,
floor representative for third south.
"The party was a smooth success."

"I'm sorry if they felt that way... but
they're free to come back and talk to
[those of] us who were running the
party." Lopez said he was assisting
with party security that night
After Westbrook bumped into the
other student, T h e guy turned and
told us that there'd be 'no fucking
slam dancing,' and then he pushed at
me," Westbrook said. "Pretty soon all
of hisfriendswere behind him, yelling
and shoving, supporting him.
"I told him that we weren't looking
for a fight or anything, that we were
just dancing, and that [the collision]
was just a mistake. But it escalated
into a big commotion, and the room
just started shifting until it seemed
like most of them were coming against
us," he said.
Both said they feel the confrontation was an isolated incident that
should not be blown outofproportion.
"It's something that we need to
keep a perspective on. There were
just some jerks who needed to prove
something. They were looking for a
fight, and we were a convenient way to
start one," Westbrook said.
Hardgrave, who was at the other
end of the room when the confrontation began, came to see what was
going on, and both students were
pushed down the hallway, he said.

The student who first confronted
Westbrook broke through a line of
people trying to keep them apart and
swung at Westbrook, but missed.
"Neither of us [Hardgrave or
Westbrook] were there to instigate
anyth ing, but the guy pushed me down
the stairs after he missed hitting me,"
Westbrook said.
"I came right back up, but he
pushed me down again, and I lost my
balance. Luckily, I wasn't injured or
anything, but I could very easily have
been."
Both Westbrook and Hardgrave
said they believe the group involved
considered the confrontation a racial
issue.
T h e y said something about it being their floor and that we should get
off," Westbrook said. "We decided
that we wouldn't be losing anything if
we did leave. I think that if we had
stayed, we could have been killed."
Both Westbrook and Hardgrave
said they thought some of the black
students were from UH. There were
supposedly a lot of UH guys at this
party, and even though Rice people
did join in once it started, we tend to
figure it was UH guys who started it"
Hardgrave said.
Hardgrave added thatone Rice student whom he identified as a football

RPC hopes Rondelet will make up
for $5,000 deficit from Esperanza

NEWS IN BRIEF

Owlnet files lost

by Ryan Koopmans
After losing $5,000 on Esperanza
this fall, the Rice Program Council
hopes to break even with Rondelet
the spring formal
"This has happened before, and
we expect to make up the difference,"
said Caroline Schaeffer, co-chair of
the RPC formals committee. T h e
point of the RPC is to provide events
for students, not to make money."
The RPC spent $16,000 on Esperanza, held at Brady's Landing on the
Houston Ship Channel, Schaeffer said.
The RPC receives moneyfromstudents through blanket taxes. Butnone
of this money goes toward formals,
which are supposed to finance themselves through ticket revenues.
"We thought we could count on
1,000 people, but only 740 came [to
Esperanza]," said formals committee
co-chair Sarah Stafford. Unlike previous years, there was no trouble with
gatecrashers entering the dance, she
said.
Usually about 800 people attend
Esperanza, Schaeffer said. The formals

committee'sfirstestimate of1,000was
based on inflated figures, she said.
The RPC conducted a survey to
find out why people didn't attend Esperanza. One reason cited was that
Esperanza was much earlier this year
than in previousyears. Many students
said they had too much work to do the
weekend of the dance, which was
much closer to mid-term exams than
it had been in the past
Rondelet will be held March 15 at
the Plaza Hilton, which is across the
streetfrom Rice.Thecommittee hopes
to use the Rice shuttle buses for considerable savings over chartering
buses. Schaeffer said having the dance
so close to Rice will make it easier for
students to attend.
Stafford said the RPC got a better
deal on this location because they
waited longer to reserve it
"Rice students expect a downtown
formal for $15, and that's not easy to
do," Stafford said. Many facilities for
formals begin at $14 or $15 per person
not including music, she said. Despite
the costs involved, Rondelet tickets
will remain at $15.
"We'll try to keep everything,"

Stafford said. A band and a disc jockey
will be hired for the event, she said.
The RPC also plans togetdiscounts
for Rice students at area restaurants
theeveningofthedance, Stafford said.
Several restaurants offered discounts
before Esperanza, and more should
be available for Rondelet
"It doesn't cost us anything to do
this [offer discounts]," Schaeffer said.
She said the RPC expects more people
to use these discounts if they arc publicized more.
Schaeffer also said there will be
more publicity for Rondelet She said
she didn't know how many people
would need to attend in order to break
even. She also said she thought the
most the committee would spend on
Rondelet would be $9,000.
If the RPC can't break even
withRondelet, Schaeffer said there is
a$4,000cushionthat could absorb the
deficit She said ideally the $4,000
would roll over to the next council.
Also, whatever money is not used
for Beer-Bike can be used by RPC at
its own discretion. Beer-Bike, also
sponsored by the RPC, will not be
affected by the deficit

player, confronted him verbally. "He
was in my face and cussed me out,"
Mary Uddin, a Ii>vett sophomore
who was with Westbrook, estimated
that the incident occurred between
12:30 and 1 a.m.
"The whole thing was pretty much
an exchange of bits and pieces. [The
black students] had their own thing
going, and they kept asking us, 'Do
you know what you're doing?' like we
were dancing funny or something,"
Uddin said. "1 didn't think it was that
bad until the guy almost hit Randy."
"I think it was more racially motivated, but you can't say that universally," Westbrook said. There were
some black people trying to keep us
apart and trying to stop anything from
happening."
"1 don't want to generalize, but 1 no
longer feel safe," Westbrook said. "1
don't think we were threatening, and
I've never been in a fight in my entire
life. I'm not prone to getting into fights,
but I also didn't want to be intimidated
off the floor."
"It's ridiculous that we can't feel
comfortable dancing in a room full of
black people,"v^e said. "If this had
happened between two black guys
and a room full of white people, there
would have been a huge racial uproar."

Owlnet, the campus network system, went back on line after a hard
disk failure last week, but users found
that some files created between Jan.
28 and the morning of Feb. 5 permanently erased.
Joseph Watters Jr., deputy director of Owlnet, said in an Owlnet posting that this was the only user data
server disk failure in three years. He
said the disk failure was due to a
mechanical breakdown.
He also said the failure was unrelated to the recent security breach,
during which an intruder gained access to account user passwords.
Many students had to redo the
work they lost. Lovett College sophomore Stephen Anthony "Stoney" Clark
said he lost half a unit of Matlab in
CAAM 223. He also said hisfriendlost
an entire unit. IVofessors were informed of the [ass, and many homework deadlines were changed.

of the current foundation course requirements, the university adopt a
revised distribution system whereby
two of the four courses in each division be chosen from a very restricted
list These courses would be selected
for their breadth and rigorous introduction to the problems and methodologies of each of the three divisions.
The forum will be Thursday at 4
p.m. in Sewall Hall Room 301. All faculty and students are invited to attend.

Harvard scholar speaking
Henry Louis Gates Jr. will speak
on campus Thursday as part of the
President's lecture Series. Gates is
W.E.B. Du Bois Professor of the Humanities, English professor and chair
of the Harvard University Afro-American Studies'Department He will discuss "Race and Class in America"
The free lecture is at 8 p.m. in
Stude Hall in Alice Pratt Brown Hall.

BSA sponsoring forum
Curriculum forum Thursday
The Undergraduate Curriculum
Committee is holding a u n iversitywide
forum to discuss proposed changes to
the distribution- and foundationcourse system.
At a faculty meeting last semester,
the committee proposed that in place

In honor of Black History Month,
the Black Student Association is putting together a Black Collegiate Forum for Understanding, a discussion
of the perceptions of black students
by other blacks and non-blacks. It will
be held at 7 p.m. on Feb. 18 in the
Kelley Ixmnge.
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Campus crime rose last year in nation's largest universities
by Sei Chong
The cost of college went up last
year in more ways than one. Tuitions
rose — and so did the toll of campus
crime.

THE HEDGES
According to The Chronicle of
Higher Education, the incidence of
reported robberies, auto thefts and
assaults rose at the nation's largest
colleges last year, while burglaries
and murders dropped slightly.
The Chronicle tabulated figures
from 774 of the roughly 900 U.S. institutions of higher education with 5,000
or morestudents.Those schools were
requ ired by the Student Right-to-Know
and Campus Security Act of 1990 to
pu blish annual crime reports. To date,
the law has covered the 1991-92 and
1992-93 school years.
Rice's crime rates were published
in the Rice News.
During 1992-93, reports of robberies climbed 12 percent over the previous year, to 1,353; auto thefts (7,350)
and aggravated assaults (3J224) both
rose 3 percent Burglaries (21,748)
declined 4 percent, and the number of
murders dropped slightly from 18 to
17.
The schools also reported 466
rapes and 448 forcible sex offenses in
1992-93, but the statistics can't be compared with the previous year because
of a shift in the way information on
campus sex crimes was collected.

Students were required to maintain at least a 3.0 grade point average
and take at least 12 semester hours to
keep academic scholarships. But
nearly a fifth of the 265 scholarship
freshmen failed to meet university requirements last fall.
Hobson Wildenthai, vice president
for academic affairs, said the shiftfrom
high school to college can be tough
for students used to getting good
grades without studying very hard.
He also said UTD is notalone in deemphasizing freshman grades. For
example, students at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology are
graded on a pass/fail basis their freshman year.
What's the relevance of me Wildenthal said some freshmen
often skipped classes so attendance
being able to calculate the now will be a factor in scholarship
retainment
some students said they think
slope of a triangle if what I the But
university is "babying" students.
"It's almost like the university is
want to do isfeature
lowering its standards to account for
the big acquisition of [scholarship]
writingV
students," said Brit Zindel, who earned
a
3.75 GPA last semester.
— Jennifer Silverman
Source: The Associated Press, Feb. 1
UH student

At Rice, robberies (one) stayed the
same and aggravated assaults dropped
from four to two. Auto thefts dropped
from 19to 17,and burglaries increased
from 31 to 34.
There were no murders either year.
One nonforcible rape was reported at
Rice, compared with no forcible or
nonforcible rapes the year before.
Higher-education experts warn
that many schools underreport crime
to avoid sullying their images. Still,
the numbers are revealing.
Top students, for example, might
want to consider the numbers of
crimes reported last year at Princeton
(51), Harvard (195), Stanford (244)
and Yale (352) universities. Yale ranks
among the most crime-plagued campuses.
The good news is that the law requiring colleges to publish their statistics is encouraging tighter security.
Safety experts say schools have added
police officers, improved lighting, expanded escort services and toughened
security in student residences by installing electromagnetic locks—all of
which may be paying dividends.
The schools in the Chronicle survey reported a 46 percent rise in campus dnig arrests in 1992-93 and a 16
percent rise in arrests tor weapons
violations.
Source: U.S. News & World Report, Feb. 7

She said she was diagnosed in high
school with alearning disability known
as dyscalculia. This disorder prevents
her from comprehending mathematical concepts beyond simplearithmetic.
Dr. Danny Williamson, who specializes in developmental pediatrics,
said dyscalculia is arare butrealdisorder.
"You don't cure it; you don't make
it go away," he said.
Silverman sued the university and
the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board after she failed the math
portion of the Texas Academic Skills
Program test. Passing the TASP is a

Student bypasses state test
A district judge decided that a U niversity of Houstonjournalism student
can take upper-level courses without a
passing score in a state-mandated
math test
"What's the relevance of me being
able to calculate the slope of a triangle
if what I want to do is feature writing?"
Jennifer Silverman said after the ruling by State District Judge Mark
Davidson.

UTD drops freshman grades
University ofTexas at Dallas freshmen get a second chance to keep their
scholarships since university officials
have decided to disregard the first
semester grades, prompting some students to accuse the university of coddling freshmen.
But officials defend the decision,
saying UTD should have implemented
the idea at the outset of the scholarship program.

prerequisite for taking upper-level
courses.
Source: The Associated Press, Jan.
28

UT tuition increases may not
be profitable if students leave
A University of Texas at Austin
professor has determined that raising
that school's tuition could force a substantial number of students to drop
out
Economics professor Dan
Hamermesh
asked
his
microeconomics class earlier this
month how much of a strain a tuition
raise would place on their ability to
pay for school.
He said 40 percent of the 303 students would not return in the fall if
tuition were raised 20 percent
Ten percent would drop out if tuition were raised 10 percent,

Hamermesh said. At 5 percent, 1.75
percent of students would leave.
Hamermesh said the informal survey shows the effect tuition increases
would have on the university, and that
raising tuition more than 5 percent
would not be profitable.
If tu ition were raised 5 percent and
1.75 percent of students dropped out,
total tuition revenue would increase.
But a 10 percent tuition increase
with a 10 percent loss of students
would not mean any extra revenue,
and a 20 percent increase would decrease the university's total revenue,
Hamermesh said.
Economics junior Todd Poison said
he was not surprised at the survey
results.
"I think a good amount of people
who go here attend because it's a
good deal," Poison said.
Since 1984, tuition costs for resident undergraduates haverisenfrom
$4 to $26 per semester hour. Nonresidents paid $40 per semester hour
in 1984-85 and are paying $162 per
hour now.
Atuition increase hasalready been
approved by the state Legislature to
take effect in the 1994-95 school year.
Undergraduate residents will pay $28
per semester hour in tuition, or a 15
percent increase.
Tuition
for ' non-resident
undergrads mil increase to $171 this
fall, said Mack Adams, assistant commissioner for student services at the
Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board.
Adams said the cost of non-resident undergraduate tuition, as mandated by Texas law, is determined by
a calculation of the "cost of education"
performed by the coordinating board
annually prior to Jan. 1. The calculation divides the funds available by the
number of semester credit hours students take.

RSVP Opportunities

ATTENTION
SENIORS!
Orders to be taken for
graduation announcements,
caps, and gowns

February 15 & 16
9 AM — 4 PM
Rice Campus Store
/>

Payment in full required

• Volunteers are needed for English a s a Second Language training.
No experience or foreign-language knowledge is necessary. Call
Cara (630-8161) or Jennifer (6305652) for information.
• Habitat for Humanity will be working at its new home site tomorrow.
Call David (630-8885) or Chris (6294218) for Information.
• Jhe Harris County Health Department needs volunteers to help
assemble charts for maternity patients tomorrow.
• Volunteers are needed to paint banners and hand out information
packets for AIDS Awareness Week.
• The White Oak Bayou Society needs volunteers tomorrow to plant
trees.
• RSVP booklets listing ongoing volunteer projects at Rice and
throughout Houston are available in the RSVP office.
For information on any project, call orvisit the Rice Student Volunteer
Program Office in the RMC Cloisters (5274970).

The Graduate Student Association met Jan. 20. The following were
discussed:
• President Malcolm Gillis participated in a questiorvand-answer
session. Students voiced concerns about tuition, late paychecks
and inadequate health insurance, the future of the Graduate House
and education programs for students'children.
• The loan fund now contains $.3,000. A $6,000 check from the
president's office is on its way.
• The housing survey is back. Most respondents felt Rice should
provide housing to graduate students, preferring apartments to
residence halls. See story page 7.
• The scholarship fund contains $17,000. The GSA needs to raise
another $3,000 by May to make the scholarship an endowed one,
and is seeking fund-raising ideas.
• Habitat for Humanity is looking forgraduate students. The first build
is Feb. 12, and interested students should sign up in the RSVP office
in the RMC cloisters.
• The Rice Women's Alliance, a support group for students, meets in
Sammy's for lunch on Fridays. Interested students (male or female)
are invited to attend or contact Amy Hammond in the Psychology
Department for details.
• An amendment was proposed to allow voting privileges for the
representative from the Graduate House, it will be voted on at the
next meeting.
• The GSA allocated $100 to the Computer Science, Computational
and Applied Mathematics, Math and Statistics departments for an
interdepartmental happy hour slated for Feb. 4 in Hermann Brown.
Next meeting: Feb. 17 at 6:30 p.m. in the Ley Student Center's Miner
Lounge.
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world due to their atom-splitting
strength."
As testament to the lasers' purFROM PAGE 1
ported power, Pink Floyd fan groups
Pink Floyd show. For the Monsters of on the computer network Internet
Rock tour the Athletic Department have received posted stories ofroadies
was paid a lump sum, which Moniaci seen lighting their cigarettes with the
would notdisclose.foruseofthe facili- new lasers.
Tickets will go on sale at all
ties.
The promoter, also Pace Concerts, Ticketmaster outlets at 10 am. tomorwas responsible for all security, con- row. Number drawing for a lotterycessions, parking and for liability and style lineup will begin at all outlets at
damage to the facilities at that show. 8 a.m.
Moniaci said he wasfirstcontacted by
Tickets will be $60, $32.50 and
Pace Concerts in late December about $22.50plus applicable service charges.
the possibility of the group using Rice
Messina said 42,000 tickets will be
Stadium, and that talks have been made available. "We expect it to sell
ongoing since then.
out immediatelyhe said.
Rice Stadium holds 70,000 people,
Pink Floyd, whose current mem
bers are David Gilmour, Nick Mason but a large number of those seats
and Rick Wright, is expected to re- would have a limited view of the stage.
lease a new album in conjunction with
Moniaci said Pace also talked to
the tour. Thealbum,also titled Awaken members of the community near the
To The Sense of Reality, will be the stadium in order to accommodate any
group's first since 1987's A Momen- fears they might have had about
tary Lapse ofReason.
crowds or noise.
"They wentoutoftheir way to keep
Thetourwill begin on March 30 in
Miami, then move to San Antonio in the neighborhood happy because they
wanted to be able to come back," he
April. Rice will be the third stop.
said.
The band is known for delivering
Messina said West University
spectacular special effects with its live
shows, and this tour promises to pro- Place residents were concerned in
vide more of the same. A200foot by 80 1988about the security of their homes
foot by 70 foot stage has been created because of the large number of fans
especially for the show by designer expected and the negative public imMark Fisher, who produced the elabo- age that surrounds the fens of heavy
rate sets that accompanied The Roll- metal groups such as Metallica and
ingStones'SteelWheels tour and U2's Dokken.
Zooropa tour.
"There was concern over the secuA tour release trumpets the use of rity of the area We worked with them
new sound and light technology to and came up with an action plan. ...
create "the most advanced rock per- We'll do that again for this concert,
formance ever staged." This includes but this is avery different crowd, obvithe use of gold lasers"... which have ously, for Pink Floyd than for Monbeen banned in certain parts of the sters of Rock."

Concert

fore coming to Rice.
This is the purpose the Graduate
House currently serves, Elias said.
FROM PAGE 7
"It's a landing zone for people who are
social aspects of university housing. "1 just coming into Texas. It's not longthink that if Rice provided good hous- term housing for four years."
One international student said, "As
ing it would help to make the graduate
students more of acommunity instead aforeign student, the Graduate House
of being isolated in their departments," is a perfect place to live when you first
arrive in the country.
one said.
"Because when you come from
Though most think there should
be some type ofgraduate student hous- another country you don't know anybody, you don't have a car, you don't
speak English really well, and you just
can't
afford to find an apartment with
Thirty percent of students
your first paycheck."
According to Elias, optimal faciliare married and the
ties for graduate students would include individual kitchens, a need e m
university has no plans for phasized by many survey respondents.
"The single most disturbing thing
any type offamily
about the Graduate House is the lack
of individual kitchens. It means that
the sanitation of your cooking area is
housing.'
at the (usually careless) mercies of
— Joseph Bias the community," one respondent said.
GSA president
The survey also called attention to
a segment of the graduate student
ing, they don't want a residential col- population whose needs, they said,
lege. O nly 5 percent ranked it as a first have been forgotten — married
couples.
choice in housing options.
"Thirty percent of students are
But 79 percent of graduate students thought that university-owned married and the university has no
housing was a important factor that plans for any type of family housing,"
potential graduate students may con- Elias sad. "It could relate to young
faculty also; they're in the same posisider in deciding to come to Rice.
Many said they needed university tion. They're coming in new and could
housing as a temporary place to stay use it for six months to a year to get
settled in."
before finding their own apartment.
The survey, compiled by Sue
This function takes on special importance for the 26 percent of gradu- Minkoff, Monnie McGee and P.S.
ate students who said they'd been Vinod, is available in Fondren Library
living outside the United States be- or through the GSA office.

GSA

Courses
FROM PAGE 1

stimulate the environment is to have
good courses in the colleges," she
said.
"1 think it's great," Lovett College
President Clint Patterson said. "It will
really make a difference in the intellectual atmosphere in the colleges."
Currently, college courses are
funded through college treasuries,
which have limited funds. Professors
are often asked to volunteer to teach
courses.
Patterson said the funding will
make a difference in the nature of the

7 p.m. Jan. 25 - 9 a.m. Jan. 26
3 p.m. Jan. 29 - 8:30 a.m. Jan. 31
<'

8:54 - 9:54 p.m. Feb. 3
12:55 a.m. Feb. 2

3:30 p.m. Jan.^28 - 1 1 a.m. Jan. 30

Wallet taken from a
closed building.
Locked bicycle stolen from
public area.
Laser printer taken from
an unsecured office but
later recovered in area
near office.
Two suspects arrested for
attempting to steal a
locked bicycle.
Suspect struck another,
causing injury. Suspect
and complainant are
acquaintances.
Locked bike stolen from a
rack.

be placed on colleges' selection of
coursetopics,but there will likely be a
formal approval process to create a
course.
Colleges may keep current courses
if there continues to be a demand for
them, even though they will be able to
sponsor new ones, Patterson said.
Gillis has adopted a wait-and-see
attitude toward funding college
courses for future years.
"We will review our experience [of
funding college courses] next January in determining what courses are
successful. We will look at the degree
of student participation as well as faculty and student evaluation of the
courses," Gillis said.

"The pageant is a big deal in the
saw they had the very first chair sitting there. The escorts had to choreo- Asian community, but most people
graph a little dance number to get a don't know Asians have a pageant,"
FROM PAGE 1
new chair over to me. Then the pedal Lin said.
But Rice students know a lot about
rtem shot out again.
things happened," she laughed.
"By this time I was so overwrought the pageant Three Rice students have
"First, I Rollerblade. So I swing my
left arm out a lot more than my right that I started cracking up. I couldn't competed and placed in the competiwhen I walk. When I walked across believe I was sitting there in front of tion in the last three years. Last year,
Hanszen College senior Anna Yen and
the stage my mom said What's hap- 800 people trying to play," she said.
Lovett College junior Melissa Yeh
pening to her arm?"
were MissTalentand Miss Chinatown
Then my number fell off. We had
USA winners. Sid Richardson College
to wear numbers for the judges and
The Chinese-American
junior Julie Yen was Miss Chinese
mine wouldn't stay on. At one point I
New Year two years ago.
had no number. I struggled with that
community is very
"Rice is strong in Asian support,"
all night."
Iin said. "We have an Asian Studies
"Then there was a huge piece of
major, for example, and we offer a lot
lint on my bathing suit and after I got supportive of Rice and
of support to the community."
backstage, one of the judges radioed
The feeling is mutual, she said.
that I hadrippedmy su it and asked did has special scholarships for
T h e Chinese-American community
I know that I looked behind me and
is very supportive of Rice and has
saw it was this giant piece of lint"
students who go here.'
special scholarships for students who
The evening seemed to go from
— Patricia Lin go here."
bad to worse, she said.
Miss Chinese New Year
Gee stressed that Rice students
"In the talent segment, I played the
are encouraged to enter next year's
piano and it was horrible. During reOn top of all that, she said, the pageant, and should call her at 496hearsal I sat down on this stool and
discovered I was at eye level with the microphone system went out several 6069 for information.
The pageant experience has been
piano. I told the organizers I couldn't times as she answered questions.
play that way and they'd have to get Luckily, she was also judged for her a good one, Lin said. Whether she'll
another chair. Then the pedal stem poise in the frustrating'and comedic com pete again th is year remai n s q u estionable.
broke. I told them they'd have to get situations.
"I don't want to jinx myself by
another piano for the actual competiFor her efforts, she received the
tion because I couldn't play that one if Miss Chinese New Year title, a tiara, a saying yes automatically. I just want to
it was still broken," she said.
$500 scholarship and a formal por- enjoy the New Year and see what
happens."
"That night I walked on stage and trait

Pageant

Take 3 minutes, SAVE 3 %
First, call your airline and make reservations.
KLM: 800-374-7747
British Airways: 800-247-9297
Delta: 448-3000
. United: 800-241-6522
Northwest: 800-225-2525
American: 650-1116
TWA: 222-7273
US AIR: 800-428-4322
Air France: 800-237-2747
Continental: 821-2100
Lufthansa: 800-645-3880
Japan: 800-525-3663
Southwest. 237-1221
Ultrair: 624-4500

Crime on campus
Academic buildings
2-2:45 p.m. Jan. 28

college courses, allowing colleges to
offer both more diverse courses and
courses more academic in nature.
He said students can take advantage of the program by forming their
own courses around a common interest and finding a college to sponsor
the course.
"It does a lot for the diversity of
courses. They will become a much
more enriching experience — much
more meaningful," he said.
This year's college course offerings have included Business and Professional Ethics, offered by Jones College and American Jazz: History and
Culture, offered by Brown College.
It is unclear as yet what limits will
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Then call TravelTrends and we'll give you 3 % off with this coupon!
We are a full service agency but we also allow this special
discount for your assistance.
Last year, TravelTrends saved over $50,000 for Rice University,
Baylor, and UT Medical Center.
We are two blocks from the Rice Campus.
1740

Sunset

529-2500
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Mardi Gras!! Go to Galmton.

THAT X CHROMOSONE

Chris Isaak, Joe King Carrasco,
Soul Hat and Global Village will
be playing. Tickets are $10 at

'Masterpiece' of theater at Hamman Hall

any Randalls. Call the Mardi Gras
Hotlineforinfo, (409) 7624626!
B Y

Do It now.

M A N Y A

N E W T O N

MASTERPIECES

Kathy Acker, author of Blood and
Guts in High School and Hannibal Lecter,
my father will make your Valentine's a
tender one with an intimate, candle-lit
reading at Diverse Works, Monday at 8
p.m. Tix $5 for students. Located at
1117 E. Freeway; call 223-8346 for
advance tickets.
The Farm Girls, a performance art piece
that conveys, "the stillness, intense
Isolation and terrible beauty of farm
life," according to the Austin American
Statesman. Audience members are
asked to bring a farm-related story or
photograph. At DiverseWorks tonight
and Saturday, 5:30 and 8:30 p.m.,
admission $10. At Museum of Modem
Art Guys, 6 3 1 W.22nd; call 223-8346
for tickets.
Ponty Bone & the Squeezetones drop
phat beats along the border with their
non-traditional Cajun sounds. Tonight at
McGonigel's Mucky Duck,2425Norfolk.
Admission $5; call 528-5999.
ComedySportz celebrates Valentines day
with their third annual Battle of the
Sexes. Come out and cheer on your
favorite gender group. Tonight at 8, at
Treebeards, 315 Travis, on Market
Square. Admission $6; call 521-2226.
Little Sister plays Saturday at The
Fabulous Satellite Lounge, fresh from
their MTV debut and new CD. The joint
will be rockln'. Located at 3616
Washington; for info call 869-COOL.
Jazz with the Jews — Ed Shaughnessy,
former drummer with Doc Severinsen's
"Topight Show" Band, joins Ricky Diaz
and the Houston Jazz Orchestra in a
7:30 p.m. concert Tuesday at Hapten

FEBRUARY 9 - 1 2 AND 1 6 - 1 9 AT HAMMAN H A U
$ 4 STUDENTS, $ 6 FACULTY/STAFF, $ 8 FOR REAL PE0PL£

The Rice Players' first production of the semester, Arthur Bricknell's Masterpieces directed
by Neil Havens, is not a light play, nor is it always
comfortable to watch. Still, it is without a doubt
the strongest production to comeoutof Hamman
Hall this year.
Masterpieces is a well-scripted drama about
the Bronte children, Branwell, Anne, Charlotte
and Emily, focusing especially on Branwell. The
only surviving son of Reverend Patrick Bronte,
he was regarded as the most intelligent and
creative of the Bronte siblings. As a young child
he lorded over Anne, Charlotte, and Emily as
"The fourth, omnipotent genie."
His sisters were sent to the local school to
save money for Branwell to go to the National
Academy. His writing and paintings were encouraged by Rev. Bronte while his sisters' efforts were scorned.
As it turned out, Branwell was not accepted
into the National Academy. In his adult years he
wasdismissed from one job to another, sank into
despair and dissolution and died of an opium
overdose at the age of 31. Masterpieces examines
— mainly through flashbacks occasioned by
Branwell's fantasies and reminiscences — the
Brontes relationshipswith their harsh, dictatorial
father, their creative works and each other.
T h e acting is superb overall. The actors are
well balanced; no one overshadows or lags behind the others. T h e actors who play the Bronte
children appear convincingly like siblings and
bring home to the audience the claustrophobic
nature of the parsonage.
David Maas, appropriately dour and stern as
Rev. Patrick Bronte, manages to bring a surprising amount of warmth and tightly reigned emotion to the part, especially in scenes with Bran wel 1
(Robert Kimbro).
Kimbro portrays a frightening and compelling Branwell, tormented by inescapable demons within his own mind, lonely, egotistical,
impotent and straddling the edge of insanity.
This Branwell could have very easily been made
grotesque through overacting or disconnected
by underacting. Kimbro manages to make the
character believable.
As the most lively sister, Anne, Emily Meyer
is a delight to w^tch and to empathize with. Her
verve and enthusiasm bring life to heavy scenes
and make her somewhat more placid older sisters, Emily and Charlotte, played respectively by
Amy Hemphill and Rachel Gilg, more bearable.
T h e scenes between Hemphill and Kimbro,
especially when insults are flying, are incredibly
sharp and tight Gilg appears preternatural]y
calm even during scenes of high emotion; this
might be a flaw in direction as opposed to acting.
Lara B r u c k m a n is s t u n n i n g as Lydia

&

: .....

From the left: Anne Meyer, David Maas and Amy Hemphill in Masterpieces.

Robinson, another role that could easily be
overplayed, and Nat Kirilcuk was convincing as
Robinson's 11-year-old son, Edmund—more so
than the dialogue scripted for the character.
The dark reds and browns, separated character spaces and a multiplicity of levels of the set —
designed in concert by T h o m a s Fowlkes,
Kimbro, Hemphill, Eric Hewett, MarcStublefield
and Peter Sharoff — solidly represents the
barriers that grew up between the siblings within
the close confines of the parsonage. The set
pieces, all from the period, are visually stunning
and also add to the rich, heavy, claustrophobic

atmosphere..
Costumes (Amy Calcote) and make-up deserve special mention. The age make-up on
David Maas was by far the best I have seen in any
campus production. The costumes were fantastic, highly intricate and appropriate to character.
Masterpieces is a show that could have relied
on the splendor of its set and costumes to carry
it through. It is also a show that could have easily
become ludicrous and grotesque through mishandling. The Players handle it deftly and skillfully; the result is a smooth, moving performance that is a must-see.

Theatre, Jewish Community Center. A
must for jazz-lovers, tickets are $10.
Call 551-7255 for reservations.
Lips and Trips plays at Munchies Cafe
on Wednesday. At 1617 Richmond Ave;

QUITE SENSIBLE

D.C. punks hit Texas driving Geo Metros

call 528-3545.
BY

B O O T H

B A B C O C K

"The Alien Chasanoff Photographic
Collection:

Tradition

and

the

Unpredictable," at Museum of Fine Arts,
1 0 0 1 Bissonnet. Admission free on
Thursdays; call 639-7300 for info.
Recent Grammy winner Dr.
John, the greatest ninefingered pianist of all time,
drops into Bayou City
Sunday, February
13. Thebayounic
Mos'Scocious

man will lift your head into New Orleans
voodoo music heaven. Tlx are $19, call
977-5495.

JAWBOX
GIRLS AGAINST BOYS
FEBUARY 1 9 AT THE SHIMMY SHACK

D.C. punk rock heroes Jawbox and Girls
Against Boys will hit town
Friday night, playing a coheadlining tour. Both bands
haveimpressivecredentials:
Jawbox used to be on D.C.
indie label Discord; Girls Against
Boys are on popular Indie label
Touch & Go and feature exmembers of the venerable D.C.
band Soulside. Both appear
on the recent Chairman of
the Board compilation and
are touring in support of new
albums
I'm not sure of the significance that Girls Against Boys place in their
name — there are no girls here; the guys don't
even have long hair. Still, their latest, Venus
Luxure No. 1 Baby satisfies. 1
T h e album does a good job of never being too

predictable. Girls Against Boys manage to be
mellow, almost bluesy at times, and then on the
next song they play great, loud, jagged punk
rock. One thing that definitely stands out is the
low, rough, sometimes distorted vocals, which
make me think of The Sisters of Mercy gone
horribly wrong.
"Get Down" and "Satin Down" are great slow
tunes, which sound appropriately greasy and
sleazy for a punk rock band trying to play slow.
"Rockets Are Red" strives for grunge, while "Go
Be Delighted" sounds as poppy as any band out
of the North Carolina scene. On "Learned It"
they sound likeTar—loud bass, jagged guitars,
clipped vocals; on "Bughouse" they make a
painful attempt at a Godflesh-style dirge.
Jawbox's For Your Own Special Sweetheart
represents the band's first release on Atlantic
Records. I'mnotfamiliar enough with theirolder
material to tell if the new album is a big change
for t h e m , but I'd have to say it left m e
unimpressed. The band seems to have left its
punk-pop inventiveness behind, and on the new
album Jawbox sounds like a cross between Bad
Religion and Helmet, only without the former's
vocabulary and the tatter's attitude.
SweetheartdefinWely has it's h igh points. The
opener, "FF=66," is a nice, noisy, bass-heavy

tune that sounds like it could come from the
Steve Albini Chicago-sound music factory, except for its goofy chorus. "Jackpot Plus!" also
features that n ice, heavy Jagged Chicago sound.
On the other hand, many of the songs seem
anemic and a little too radio friendly. "Reel" is
extremely catchy and "Green Glass" sounds like
something from Swell or even (gasp!) T h e
Church. "Savory" is a mushy, slow love ballad.
"Motorist," a song about car accidents, seems
refreshingly punk rock here.
Jawbox is certainly not a bad band. I think
some of these songs might eventually grow on
me, and -I certainly like some of the things I've
heard from the band in the past If you like
Helmet or Seaweed or any of the other sort of
popular-yet-hardcore bands floating around, you
might want to give this disc a try.
Both bands promise to be great live. There's
something about pu n k music that makes it sound
better the louder it gets (or maybe it sounds
better the more drinks you've had — no, that's
country and western).
I wouldn't skipout on a trip to Mardis Gras for
it, but if you're in town Friday, you could do a
whole lot worse than to trip on over to the
Shimmy Shack to check out two very up-andcoming D.C. bands.
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Masterpieces, a play
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The inscrutable signs of Hip Hop Hieros

^

"

about the Bronte
' familly, play* tonight

at 8 in Hamman Hail. See article,
p. 10.
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F E R G U S O N

1993 marked the explosive arrival on the Hip
Hop scene of the Oakland-based Hieroglyphics
crew, a collection of young talented lyricists.
When asked what the name "Hieroglyphics"
means, one member of the crew said, "Hieroglyphics is a language that's difficult to decipher
and the lyrics that [the crew] kick are definitely
hard to figure out"
Hieroglyphics is comprised of five different
Hip Hop acts and their supporting cast The roll
call goes like this: Souls of Mischief, Del
Thafunkeehomosapien, Casual, Extra Prolific
and Pep Love & J Biz. Del and Souls have albums
out now, Casual's album will drop within the
next month or so, and the other two groups are
working on projects slated for release later this
year.
DEL THAFUNKEEHOMOSAPIEN
No

NEED FOR ALARM

Del Thafunkeehomosapien became the first
Hiero to release a record when he debuted with
his LP I Wish My Brother George Was Here in
1990. The album was produced by his cou sin Ice
Cube; Del himself had little control over the
project
On his new album , he says, "1 felt hella of
ashamed, having to go on tour and perform
songs I didn't even like."
Nevertheless,
the
first
single,
"Mistadabolina," made some noise on the national scene and gave Del some national recognition. Del returned with a bang in 1993 with his
new album, No Need for Alarm, and this time
around he made sure to take control of everything from making the beats down to the design
of the album cover.
As soon as the first song comes in, you realize
that Del has a style and a sound that isall his own.
His basslines and drum beats are so thick that
you would think he dug them out of the depths
of some ancient lagoon. This foundation is

complemented by eclectic jazz samples in which
Phesto rips the second verse of their latest
you can hear thecrackling of the old records that
single "Never No More" with the line "Men get
he used. To top it all off, he adds battle lyrics that spindled, swivelled, pivoted by my riveting cenare more intricately woven than my mother's trifuge rhymes, dwindelling crews, bringing a
crochet
fist to bruise." Just reading it makes you wonder
The hook to his last track, "Thank You's," how in the world he put that thing to music.
goes "It doesn't phase, 1 amaze, with my phrases,
My favorites on the album are "Live and Let
play this in your jeep, so your neighbors lose Live," "Never No More," ""93 till Infinity," "Anysome sleep." His rhymes cover everything from thing Can Happen" and Tell Me Who Profits."
girls with whom he played in elementary school (Once again its hard to find a wack track.) The
who now pretend to be too good for him ("Boo album gets eight full 40s and one half bottle of
Boo Heads"), to thanking his mother for sup- Mad Dog out of a possible ten full 40s on my
porting him through the rough periods of his gangsta scale.
career ("Thank You's").
The choice cuts on the album are "You Had CASUAL
Your Chance,""Boo Boo Heads," "Wrongplace," FEAR ITSELF
"In and Out" and "Thank You's." (As you can
see, I basically like the whole thing!) 1 give it
Casual is a 6-3 lyrical giant whose debut
three and a half out of four golden nuts on my album Fear Itself on Jive Records should be
squirrel scale. Whether you didn't like I wish my hitting the stands in the very near future. Ill be
Brother George Was Here or you just straight up sure to give you the "bare facts" review when I
slept on it, you should still pick up No Need for can get my hands on it
Alarm.
For now, you can catch Casual on the recently released first single from that album, "1
Didn't Mean To" or on one of his guest appearSOULS OF MISCHIEF
'93 TILL INFINITY
ances on tracks with Kurious or Souls of Mischief.
The Souls of Mischief burstonto the scene in
The single "I didn't mean to" is an innocent
the summer of 1993 with the hit single ""93 till song we can all relate to about doing extracurInfin ity"fromtheir album ofthe same name. The ricular activities with someone else's girlfriend.
Souls are a group of energetic 18-year olds who The chorus consoles the poor chump who got
go by the names A-Plus, Opio, Phesto and Tajai cheated on with the line, "It ain't my fault that
(tie-jay). Tajai was accepted to Stanford to study your girl got caught I didn't mean to." While
education or medicine and Phesto will attend Casual's lyrics may be a little easier to follow
Berkeley, where hell study architecture. Keep- than the acrobatics of the Souls, his rhymes will
ing this in mind, it is easy to see why the Souls' still blow your mind. "I didn't mean to" gets a
lyrics always seem to be a cut above.
perfect four out of four Heimlich maneuvers on
The Souls specialize in kicking lyrics off the my Super Bowl Choke scale.
top of the dome. That is, "freestyling." Tajai
The Hieroglyphics have a little something
comments, "A written rhyme is one missile, but for everyone while burying the perception that
the ability to freestyle—that's spraying up sh it!" Oakland is strictly for players like Ant Banks and
Don't let this throw you, however. One listen to Too Short (Nuff Respect!) The various groups
their album, and you immediately know that making up the gang each have their own inditheir lyrics aren't haphazardly put together like vidual styles and they all come correct Be true
a 1:56 am. pizza from Domino's.
to Hip Hop. Don't sleep on the Hieros.

Death Trap, Lovett Commons, 8
p.m. Call 630-8507 for reservations.
See article, p. 14.
It's All True, directed by Orson Welles,
was proclaimed a disaster by his studio,
lost, and retrieved from a California
vault only a month before he died. The.
spectacular footage of the movie, filmed
in Brazil, premieres in Houston at Rice
Media Center,

Shepherd School Symphony, with
beloved conductor Larry Rachleff,
perform at 8 p.m. in Stude Concert Hall;
admission Is free. See article, p. 13.
4^
S
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Hobizal, Nick Walker, Keith

Kamaky and MikeTittlebaum. At Baker
College from 8 p.m. to midnight.
Admission is free.
Masterpieces, Hamman Halt, 8 p.m.
Death Trap, Lovett Commons, 8 p.m.
It's All True. Media Center, 7:30 and
9:30 p.m.
Biographical

• '*<iP Palestinian
S U N

Indian and
Videos,

a

groundbreaking collection

exploring themes of exile, memory,
history and gender, plays at Rice Media
Center at 7:30. Admission is $5.

H E N R Y

Orson Welles: genius, enfant terrible,
wunderkind, Father of American Cinema, God!
It is hard to control the mind of any true film buff
from reeling when one mentions his name. Each
one of hisfilmsconjure up indelible and baroque
images of pure cinematic pleasure: Citizen Kane
(1940), The Magnificent Ambersons (1941), Ixidy
from Shanghai (1948), and Touch of Evil (1958),
just to name a few.
This weekend, the Rice Media Center premieres one of his earlyfilms,It's All True (1942).
Yes, premieres! The film's negative was lost by
RKO Studios in the early forties after they disowned Welles in 1941. Apparently, audiences
thought thatThe Magnificent Am bersons was too
morose at test screenings, prompting the studio
to butcher forty-five minutes out of the film and
slap on a happy ending.
When the film still bombed at the box office,
RKO blamed Welles, cut off funding to It's All
True in mid-production and literally threw Welles'
Mercury Production company off the studio lot
This only goes to prove that Hollywood has
always been a pack of blood suciung, weak
willed, money hungry leaches! Lucky for us, the
film stock for It's All True was recently found.
Originally planned as a documentary tracing
the roots of samba, It's All True evolved into a
three part omnibus spotlighting a docu-musical
episode on Carnaval in Rio, a Robert Flaherty
short story, "My Friend Bonito," and the true
story offourfishermen who sailed the 1,650-mile
coast of Brazil without navigational instruments
to make a political statement about workers
rights. Richard Wilson, Welles' associate producer, reconstructed both the Carnaval and the
fishermen sequences from the recovered footage, which, along with a short documentary
introduction, comprise the film.
One of the funniest moments of It's AU True
occurs in thebeginning as Welles describes a
prickly encounter with a Brazilian witch doctor
moments before the film was canceled.
He flashes a crude sketch of & native Brazilian: "This is a voodoo witch doctor. I ran into him
down in Brazil... I had planned to film him in a
voodoo ceremony, but the president of the film
studio had been replaced, and the film was off.
That sort of thing happens not only in South
American governments, but also in Hollywood
studios. But (the witch doctor) said, *We have

A

4^

He was careless: another lost Welles movie
K Y L E

Baker Jazz Night features We
Are That, with members Eddy

VODOO SCRIPTS

B Y

7:30 and 9:30 p.m.

Admission is $5.

Shepherd School Chamber Orchestra
and the remains of an exhausted (but
still well-beloved) Larry Rachleff perform
at 8 p.m. in Stude Concert Hail;
admission is free. See article, p.13.
An evening of chamber music

T U E

in Duncan Recital Hall
features Shepherd School

faculty Kathleen Winkler, Wayne Brooks,
Desmond Hoebig and Tim Pitts in
sensitive and compelling performances
of three modem works. The concert
begins at 8 p.m.; admission is free.
A game of Sexual Jeopardy,

±8

free condoms and other

W E D

games and prizes can be found

at the Coffeehouse at 9:30 in honor of
AIDS Awareness Week. The ranks of
coffee addicts everywhere welcome you
to their number.
^|

mmm Adrienne Starr (Shepherd
•

School)

sings

at

the

T H U R Coffeehouse, accompanied

Orson Welles steps off the plane in Brazil.

by Anissa Carbajal-Diaz on acoustic
spent money on new costumes.' Well, 1 left him,
and when I came back to the office I discovered
a long steel needle had been inserted entirely
through the script. This was the mark of
voodoo...and the end of the film."
For several years now, film historians have
debated whether or not the genius displayed in
Citizen Kane was really Welles or that of his
cinematographer, Gregg Toland. It's All True
squarely lays that debate to rest, I think. Using
an out-of-work Austrian cinematographer, Welles
crafts beautiful images that rival Eisenstein in
their compositional beauty. There are shots in

this movie that will literally make your jaw drop!
The stark crosses outlined against the sky, the
low-angle portraits of weathered villages, the
high-angle-from-the-heavens shots of the fishermen marching through ElSalvadon pure Welles!
Although slow in parts. It's All True holds the
viewer spellbound for most of its 90 minutes. I
wonder howWelles'would havedicedand sliced
the film together himself? It probably would
have been a lot more rip roaring, but we must be
satisfied with what has been left behind. This is
a definite must-see for any film nut and an interesting novelty for the uninitiated.

guitar. Do your homework to melodious
strains, beginning around 10 p.m.
Ex-Lady; starring Bette Davis in her first
major role, portrays her souring marriage
with Gene Raymond. The film, including
boudoir scenes that made censors
steam, plays at Rice Media Center at
7:30. Admission Is $4.25.
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JESUS UKED BLUE

Crayon epistemology: being and eating, truth, method
sponse, Crayola shamelessly retired
eight traditional colors in the 64 set—
"maize," "lemon yellow," "blue gray,"
"violet blue," "green blue," "orange
Asparagus.
red," and (sniff) "raw umber" — to
Macaroni and cheese.
make room for New Age hues that
Granny smith apple.
would satisfy the techno-brat generaTimber wolf.
tion: "wild strawberry," "vivid tangerTimber wolf?
They may sound like CK's latest ine," "fuchsia," "teal blue," "cerulean,"
eat-at-your-own-risk dinner selections, "royal purple," "jungle green," and
but unless you're fond ofwax, 1 would "dandelion."
Not only that, but the fluorescents
not suggest sampling the menu.
Crayola's new line of crayons have that we once knew as "ultra green,"
names slightly more exotic — and in "ultra pink," "ultra yellow," etc. (and
some cases more tasty—than the few used sparingly and only on special
lackluster colors we knew as kids.
And unlike the infamous "flesh" that
caused such an uproar a few decades
ago, this time Crayola is not even
responsible.
Sixteen new colors were named as
a result of a contest sponsored by
Crayola last year in commemoration
of its 90th anniversary. This was the
first time in history that crayonswould
be named by individuals outside
Crayola, and the company received
1.5 million entries from all over the
country.
The winners, who ranged in age
from 5 to 89, were announced in November, and the first shipments of the
new crayons which sported the winning names arrived at stores late last
December.
What do you get when you allow
normal people to name crayon colors?
Try "tropical rain forest," "tickle me occasions), were suddenly transpink," "purple mountain's majesty," formed into "screamin'green," "shockand (my personal favorite) ing pink," "laser lemon," and — get
this — "neon carrot."
"mauvelous," among others.
As 1 hadn't purchased a box of
This is probably news to most Rice
students like me who live life in the Crayolas since before the 1990 fiasco,
grown-up, colorless realm of supply- I was understandably shocked to disdemand curves and differential equa- cover the new 96-crayon Big Box for
tions. As children, we amused our- sale the other day at Randall's. The
selves quietly with crayons labeled carton is designed not to open without
simply "green" or maybe "sky blue." considerable fingernail gymnastics, so
Once in a while we played with a to find out what the new colors were I
lucky friend's coveted 64-crayon box had to lug the biggest box of crayons
in history up to the check-out line and
and heatedly debated the difference
between "green blue" and "blue buy it
1 realized it had been years since
green." We wondered what "raw umber" and "burnt sienna" really meant. I'd last colored and, feeling like an
We marveled at the infinite wisdom amateur, I picked up a Winnie the
behind the built-in crayon sharpener Pooh "First Coloring Book" as well. If
on the back. And we always, always the checker asked, I'd tell him it was
for my two-year-old niece.
colored inside the lines.
Once safely at home, I opened the
Kids today color on a completely
different wavelength. You remember, box. I was stunned. I'd never seen so
they're the ones responsible for con- many crayons in the same place bevincing Crayola's market surveyors in fore. Crayola had really scraped the
1990 that they needed brighter and bottom of the spectrum this time, and
bolder colors in their boxes. In re- I got to feeling that nobody needs 96
B

Y

REBECCA
CORKILL

Tigger could have
been nothing
other than atomic
tangerine, and his
bass, a tasteful
combination of
magic mint and
blizzard blue, was
the epitome of
Tigger hipness.

K
In the beginning there were crayons.

different colors, including 10 different
shades of orange, to choose from.
But once I started coloring my
picture of Tigger playing the electric
bass in a rock band (what happened to
Tiggers love to bounce"?), I realized
how important it is to find ju st the right
shade of a color-in order to make a true
work of art Tigger, in my mind, could
have been nothing other than "atomic
tangerine," and his bass, a tasteful
combination of "magic mint," "bliz-

"When I die, will I
be buried with my
braces on?"
zard blue," and "razzle dazzle rose,"
was the epitome of Tigger hipness.
My boyfriend chose to color Pooh,
rocking on the drums, "macaroni and
cheese" with a "razzmatazz" nose.
Even apartfromthe joy of having a
seemingly infinite number of color
options, I found coloring to be a profoundly satisfying pastime. For a few
minutes I was a child again with a

child's imagination and the freedom
to dress Tigger in "royal purple" if I
liked; I was creating for myself and no
one else. Worry and stress seemed to
dissolve with each soothing stroke of
color, and major decisions boiled down
to choosing between "shamrock" and
"electric lime."
Best of all, in only a short amount
of time I had transformed a colorless
drawing into a uniquely colorful artistic achievement In my own simple
way, I had brought something to life.
And no matter how old you are, that's
always a good feeling.
Rediscovering the pleasures of
crayons, however, doesn't necessarily entail risking possible humiliation
by purchasing Crayolas and a coloring book.. No, there are less conspicuous ways to indulge your coloring
fantasies. I would suggest trying out
one of these restaurants where coloring in public by adults is not only
sanctioned, but strongly encouraged:
• Romano's Macaroni Grill (5802
Westheimer). This restaurant offers
excellent Italian specialties ranging
from ravioli to elegant pasta concoctions I cannot even pronounce. Con-

91,7 KTRU Specialty Shows

SING!

Opera and the common man

Monday
1 0 p.m. - 1 . a.m.

the usual, grandiloquent terms we apply to the standard operatic repertoire. First of all, it isn't an opera —
STREET SCENE , BY KURT W E I L L
HGO realized this and billed it as Kurt
FINAL SHOWS: FEB. 1 1 AT 7 : 3 0 P . M . AND FEB.
Weill's "Broadway Opera." As such,
13 AT 2 P . M .
expectations were different. Street
HOUSTON GRAND OPERA, WORTHAM CENTER,
Scene is part of the tradition of great
5 0 0 TEXAS
Broadway musicals Oike Sweeney
CALL 2 2 7 - A R T S FOR TICKET INFO.
Todd, Candide and Porgy and Bess)
White Zinfandel, Monet, and with themes, characters, or music
Rachmaninov come to mind when I complex and profound enough to be
think of the term "accessible"—easy- granted admission into the operatic
to-like representatives of exalted world.
groups we true esthetes won't admit
It's about a day on a street in midto liking. So I had my review in mind century New York, although it could
before Houston Grand Opera's pro- — and does — take place anytime,
duction of Street Scene had even anywhere. On a thematic level, Street
started: Ryan Minor, opera Scene is about the provincial medioccognoscenti and arbiter of bon gout, rity into which we are all capable of
would, in a politely condescending regressing.
way, laud HGO for bringing opera to
Imagine, if you will, the result if
the masses and celebrating a forgot- Puccini were to write a medley of West
ten work, but with the caveat that Side Story and Porgy and Bess . Add a
there is a gold mine of better stuff out touch of "Mack the Knife" and you
there, if you'd only ask me about it have Street Scene. The problem for
What I wasn't counting on°was my listeners like myself is that the entire
own inability (and probably most of opera sounds like "Mack the Knife."
the audience's) to understand or com- Just when there was a dramatic moment upon the structural language of ment that traditionally would receive
the opera itself.
a crashing chord from the pit, Kurt
Street Scene isn't a typical opera in Weill would supply another jazz chord.
BY

RYAN

trasting with the sophistication of the
occasionally somewhat pricy entrees,
tables are covered with large sheets of
white paper, and diners are given four
orfivecrayons with which to scribble
while waiting fortheirfood. Ourwaiter,
Jeremy, told us that people often use
the crayons to play games like tic-tactoe or hangman, or to copy the picture
on the olive oil bottle which sits on the
table, but I suggest being creative.
Watch out, though: The plates of food
are often hot, and one time a careless
waiter melted most of a crayon by
setting a dish of fettucine too close to
it. I felt it only appropriate to write a
little eulogy beside the deceased party.
• Skeeter's (5529 Weslayan, near
Bissonnet). This is a cute little family
place that specializes in mesquite
grilled burgers and Mexican dishes.
The food is great, and if you don't
mind occasional groups of squealing
teenagers or visits by small children
climbing over the back of the next
booth, it's also a lot of fun.
Here they supply paper-covered tables
with small cups of about 12 crayons,
and ifyou draw something that catches
their eye they'll hang it up somewhere
around the restaurant Of course, a lot
of the pictures on display were by
ch ildren (my favorite was a drawing of
Skeeter's and the Titanic), but I also
saw some very impressive artworks
by adults, including a two-by-two-inch
mural design that looked like Picasso
on acid and a distinguished portrait of
Butthead. Other attractions include a
five-centjukeboxand avariety ofvideo
games.
• Dirty's (1710 Durham). Though
old and run-down on the outside,
Dirty's serves tasty specialties such as
chicken fried steak, regular steak, and
burgers on the inside. Diners are allowed to use crayon s to write on paper
table cloths as well as on walls, ceilings, and floors — even on walls and
benches outside the building.
Names, broken hearts, love poems
and various drawings litter the inside
walls which, according to the manager, Deborah, are repainted every
eight to 10 mo nths. And, of cou rse, the
bathrooms house even more artistic
and literary endeavors. Deborah said
she remembers a particularly poignant
query written on the women's
restroom wall by a 12-year-old girl. It
read: "When I die, will I be buried with
my braces on?"
We may be adults. But we'll never
be too old for crayons.

MINOR

To me, this sounded like Big-Bandgoes-to-theopera; but I'm perfectly
willing to consider that there is more
there, and that my non-jazz ears just
aren't trained to appreciate the subtle
nuances. So much for the opera being
an accessible, ephemeral night out
Dramatically speaking, the opera
suffersfromthe same tradition-based
maladies that plague any other opera.
Just when the primary themes of alcoholism, abuse, racial tension, and adultery have been laid out, we are given—
you guessed it, folks—a dance number! Never mind that someone is going to be shot in a couple of hours
(theatre time): we get to be entertained by a bimbo and a shmuck tip
^dancing. A load off my back—I know
I didn't really want to think for too
long.
All in all, the production is a strong
one: excellent acting, good singing,
and a nice set to appreciate when the
progression of eleventh chordsgrates
on you. Since the crowd appeared to
be a mix of culturati and" non-opera
goers, we can thank HGO for making
the work "accessible" to both
crowds—even if they do serve White
Zinfandel and pipe in Rachmaninov.

*
....:.

Genetic Memory (experimental)

Tuesday
3 p.m. - 5 p.m.
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
9 p.m. - 1 1 p.m.

.....Women's Music
.........'...Blues
....Sixties

Wednesday
7 p.m. - 10p.m.

Chicken Skin (folk/bkfegrass)

Thursday
7 p.m. - 1 0 p.m
10 p.m. - 1 a.m

....Local Show
Mutant Hardcore Rower Hour

Friday
5 p . m . - 7 p.m

Reggae

Saturday
8 a.m. - 1 0
10 a.m*,, 4
8 p.m.-10
10 p.m. - 1

a.m
p.m
p.m
a.m

World Music
Classical
Techno
Rap

Sunday
8 a . m . - 1 0 p.m
10 a.m. - 1 1 : 3 0 a.m
11:30 a.m. - 1 a.m

Indian ~
..Big Band
...Jazz
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CLASSICAL WAVES

Debussian swells wash onto the Shepherd School's stage
B Y

J O A N N A

WINTERS
SHEPHERD SCHOOL SYMPHONY
FRIDAY, FEB. 1 1 , 8 P.M.
STUDE CONCERT HAU.
DEBUSSY " L A M E R "
BEETHOVEN SYMPHONY N O . 4
FREE ADMISSION.

SHEPHERD SCHOOL CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
SUNDAY, FEB. 1 3 , 8 P.M.
STUDE CONCERT HALL
PROKOREV "CLASSICAL SYMPHONY"
BEETHOVEN SYMPHONY N O . 8
WEBERN "FIVE PIECES FOR ORCHESTRA"
FREE ADMISSION.

In a 1903 letter to a friend, Claude
Debussy wrote, "You perhaps do not
know that I was destined for the fine
life of a sailor, from which I was led
away only by the hazards of life." Woe
to the music world had Claude turned
Ishmael! His musical evocation of the
sea, "La Mer," carried the Atlantic

swells to his home in the hills of Burgundy, and this weekend "La Mer"
washes to the shores of Texas.
The two orchestras of the Shepherd School, under the baton of Larry
Rachleff, each present a concert this
weekend with programs including "La
Mer" and other selections.
Claude Debussy's reputation is primarily as a musical counterpart of the
French Impressionist painters — a
label which he tried to fend off to his
dying day. "La Mer" has a sense of
vastness which is created by a widely
spread orchestral texture, distant
trumpet calls, cascading harps and
soaring melodies rising from the shifting layers of sound.
In the last of three movements,
"Dialogue of the wind and the sea," a
threatening rumble of cellos, cellists,
timpani and a formidable-looking timpanist sets the scene for a violent
storm Gradually the storm passes
and the finale reveals the sea in all its
triumphant glory.

Also i n c l u d e d a m o n g t h e
w e e k e n d ' s o f f e r i n g s is Sergei
Prokofiev's "Classical Symphony." A
stylistic throwback to the music of
Haydn's day, this is ironically one of
the best-known works of the 20thcentury composer.
"Classical Symphony" is the result
of Profokiev's decision to try composing away from the piano, having noticed that the themes he wrote withoutitwereoften lesswooden.To make
the task easier, he temporarily abandoned hisusual.moredissonantidiom
and reverted to the simpler style of the
"classical" period — that of Haydn
and Mozart.
This symphony is Prokofiev writing behind a mask of Haydn — and
occasionally peeking ouL After light,
graceful and courtly opening movements, his demonic whirlwinds and
customary driving rhythms are tamed
into a h a r m l e s s , playful and
quintessentially classic finale allegro.
Of the two remaining composers

PLEASE DON'T SING

featured in the weekend's concerts,
Anton W e b e r n and Ludwig van
Beethoven, many would guess that it
was Webern and not Beethoven who
was deaf when he wrote his music.
This is not the case. Webern was not
deaf but blind, and could not see where
the lines were when he was putting
notes on them.
In spite of this regrettable circumstance, Webern managed quite well.
His works are generally very short:
"Five Pieces" is just over six minutes.
In these six minutes, Webern manages to achieve a stark beauty and an
infinity of nuance. In the first piece,
the opening clarinet motive is colored
by each successive instrument which
echoes or fragments it. Webern uses
variations of this technique, called
"pointillism," throughout the five miniatures.
While modern thought has determined that most blind composers
a r e n ' t as smart a s W e b e r n and
shouldn't try to write music, deaf c o m

posers are exempted. Beethoven was,
in fact, almost completely deaf when
he composed his Symphony No. 8.
Both the Fourth and the Eighth
Symphonies are fairly small in scale.
The Fourth is light, humorous, and
uses a traditional 18th century scoring in which the two violin sections
are seated on opposite sides of the
stage.
The Eighth, composed in 1812, isa
retrospective work. He seems to have
suffered some slight confusion here:
the symphony was composed during
his later period but in his earlier style.
It has been suggested that the second
movement, with its unceasing 16th
notes, was written in jest of the metronome, a new invention of the time.
Both these concerts promise excellent performances of some really
cool music.
So whether you miss the ocean,
are in love with Beethoven or just
want a great date for Valentine's day,
come and take a listen for yourself.

Dance Theatre to perform

Til Do Anything' good clean fun
B Y
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James L Brooks's latest film, 111
Do Anything, comes with a tortured
history attached to it. It was made as a
musical, with the actors singing songs
by Prince, Sinead O'Connor and
Carole King. But test audiences reacted adversely to the musical numbers, so most of them were cut and the
film was turned into a comedy. The
result is uneven and sometimes odd,
but still worth seeing.
Hollywood actor Matt Hobbs (Nick
Nolte) is on the fringes of stardom
when his estranged wife Beth (Tracey
Ullman) is sent to prison, leaving him
with their 5-year-old daughter Jeannie
(Whittni Wright), whom he hasn't
seen in two years. Unused to fatherhood, Matt struggles to raise his
daughter while trying to work his way
out of financial difficulty.
Brooks's characters have always
seemed plastic to me, and he goes for
tearjerking much too often, which is
why I heartily despised Terms of Endearment and reacted indifferently to
Broadcast News. The characters here
are still more or less indistinct, but
they're filled out in interesting ways.
As for the teaijerking, there's some of

it here as well, but it's leavened by
some sharp satire on Hollywood.
Much of the satire shows up in the
character of big-time producer Burke
Adler (Albert Brooks), a vicious portrait of real-life producer Joel Silver,
(most famous for the Die Hard films).
Burke tells another character," I don't
make films for theaters where they
serve cappuccino in the lounge. I make
popcorn pictures!"
This film takes aim at careerist
movie executives and audiences willing to lap up bad films as long as they
have loads of sex and violence. As
much fun as this is, the fractured way
in which th isfilmis put togeth er keeps
it from the level of those two great
Hollywood satires, Singin'in the Rain
(1952) and The Player (1992).
As for the father-daughter relationship, it's up to Nolte and Wright to
make sure this plot doesn't veer off
into melodrama. Nolte holds up his
part of the bargain quite admirably; he
underplays perfectly. Wright is genuinely cute for entire stretches of this
film, mostly when she's not in tears for
one reason or another.
Albert Brooks overacts, perhaps
intentionally. Tracey Ullman's Georgia accent will fool no one, but she has

a funny scene where she gives advice
to her daughter (" Remember to brush
your teeth, or your g u m s will bleed
during the night and you'll choke!").
Th ere's a weird assortment o f cameos
here; Ian McKellen, Rosie O'Donnell,
Woody Harrelson, Harry Shearer and
Amy Brooks turn up.
But this picture is stolen by British
actress Joely Richardson, as a movie
executive who has a brief affair with
Matt and tries to advance his career.
She's a bundle of nervous energy,
whether she's telling Burke about her
pet project or unsuccessfully attempting sex with Matt.
Although she's too appealing for
what she's called on to do here, she
proves herself a sexy and skilled comedienne, and she keeps a firm grip
on her American accent at all times.
With the right roles, she could have a
big career.
It's really too bad they don't make
musicals any more. Many times, in
the midst of boring films, I've wished
for a musical number to liven things
up. You do feel the absence of the
numbers in III Do Anything, but not
too often. Anyway, if you want James
L Brooks's humor without too much
of his frequent mushiness, here it is.
Nancy Galeota-Wozny will be performing in Rice Dance Theatre's
"Polymorphic Treading" this weekend at the Gymnasium. Call 5274808 to make reservations.
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Pasta homogeriization
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SEMOLINA'S
6 1 0 0 WESTHEJMER, SUITE 1 5 4
783-6198

On the drive over to Semolina's, I
was feeling a bit wary since my last
review was also about
an Italian place. Never
fear, this place is nothing at all like the homey
little Italian place I reviewed earlier.
Semolina's is a slick
pasta restaurant that has
very little to do with Italy
or, for that matter, any
place with a rich cultural
tradition. I suppose that
is why I predict success for the Houston franchise of this New Orleans
based chain. Don't get me wrong — I
enjoyed my meal at Semolina's. I would
just advise anyone who goes there not
to harbor any expectations.
The food is actually pretty good.
The restaurant operates with the angle
that pasta dishes need not be exclusively Italian. So they offer pastas with
Indian, Tex-Mex, Greek and Thai
sauces. I had a Santa Fe pasta that was

dripping with sour cream, sliced tortillas and chicken with a mild hint of
cumin. I liked it, although once you Ve
eaten a few bites it does turn into a
Tex-Mex mush of pasta and sauce.
The Chicago dish is basically a
serving of pasta topped with the ingredients that would normally go into a
deep-dish pizza. There is a Mediterranean entree with shrimp and capcrs
that isquite tasty and even a Barbequc
pasta that a Texan could tolerate.
There is a wide range of flavors to
choose from, but not a lot of depth to
any one style. It's almost as if the chefs
took the most well-known ingredients
from each culture and figured those
would yield the best sauce. Sometimes it works, sometimes it doesn't.
The entrees are huge—y ou wou Id
have to take even more home if you
had eaten anything else. Most of us
wereonly able to eat halfofour dishes,
and we left extremely full. We did try
the tiramisu — it's fair.
Semolina's has excellent prices.
All of the entrees are less than ten
dollars, and you get two servings worth
of food. Beer and wine are reasonably
priced and the accompanying dishes
are inexpensive. Find a dish you like
and stick with it — that's the secret.

The Best Pizza In Town...

664-5700

Jfwe&trf
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BUY ONE,
GET ONE,

"A WINNER

FREE

HA
I T S A WINNER!
IT WILL GO DOWN AN
n r E O A S S K ' OK DIHH.

Take Out
FREE delivery
(Restricted Areas)

University at
Greenbriar

Buy one large original crust pizza
at regular price and receive a
medium original crust pizza with
equal number of toppings FREE.
Not valid with any other offer. Valid for
take out or free delivery.

A B K M A N T COMKDV!

Expires 2/28/94

FREE
DELIVERY

12

Two$<
Large

T W O Additional toppings
Topping $1 per pizza.
Take out or free delivery only with
coupon. Expires 2/28/94

PICK-UP
DEALS

2
2
Feb 12
at 7 • 9 • 11 p m
C h e m Lec • $1

Medium 1 Topping
$ Q 00
Original Crust Pizzas
n
OR
Large 1 Topping
$ 4 A 00
Original Crust Pizzas | U

+ FREE Cheese
or Cinnamon Sticks
•Pick Up o n l y
Valid with coupon only
Additional Topping $1 per Pizza
,^pi^sJ!/2jB/94^

99

PICK-UP DEALS

1
1

Medium 1 Topping $ C 0 0
Original Crust Pizzas 3
OR
Large 1 Topping
$ C 00
Original Crust Pizzas Q

+ 2 FREE Can Drinks
•Pick Up only
Valid with coupon only
Additional Topping $1 per Pizza
Expires 2/28/94
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
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A day and a night of Therapy?
LastFridayJeremy Hart met Therapy? He sat on the tour bus, he moshed at their show, he heard their album. This is his story.
trial town."
None of Therapy? — Cairns,
I was worried; no, make that McKeegan, or drummer Fyfe Ewing
had ever been in a band before.
"scared shitless," 111 admit it freely.
According to Cairns, he and Ewing
My first interview ever, and it would
be with Therapy?, a major-label band met in a pub in Larne and discovered
they were both fansofbands like Black
that 1 aclua\iy.jiked.
What the hell was I going to ask? Rag and Big Black, and decided to
Would they rip me to shreds? What start their own band. McKeegan and
was I supposed to do —just saunter in Ewing knewone anotherfromschool,
there, the cool-headed, professional so McKeegan joined as the band's
bassist
rock critic? Uh-huh, right My ass.
After self-releasing several singles,
It didn't Jielp my state of mind any
that I got out to Goat's Head Soup a bit they signed to a couple of indie labels
(Touch and Go in the U.S.) and relate, or that neither band nor manager
was at the club when 1 got there. TTie leased Caucasian Psychosis. Not long
crew was kind to me, though (poor after that big leaguer A&M Records
befuddled soul that I am), inviting me picked up the band, and there they've
to play foosball with them (inciden- stayed ever since.
So far the label has left them alone
tally, that was the first time I'd ever
heard anyone actually use the word to make music they enjoy making.
"bollocks" and mean it) and keeping McKeegan denies the kneejerk accusation that by going to a major label
an eye out for the manager for me.
Therapy? and their manager, Chris, the band has sold out "If we're makboth showed up after a little while, and ing music we like, then how can we
despite the fact that Chris had thought have sold out? If we went and did stuff
I was from a television station, rather that we thought other people would
than a university paper with miniscule like, but that we really didn't want to
circulation, he ushered me onto the do, then I could see it"
As it is,Therapy? is making its own
tour bus.
Andy Cairns, Therapy?'s vocalist kind of music. Their latest album,
and guitarist — a rather large guy Troublegum, wasn't out in time for the
with the most evil-loo king black beard show (it should be out in the States by
I've ever seen—immediately jumped the time you read this), but Cairns
up and introduced himself, Michael graciously gave me an advance copy
McKeegan, the bassist, and Fyfe to listen to. His opinion of the new
Ewing, the drummer. Cairns and album? "It's louder. More guitars,
McKeegan then led me to a small, more bass, more vocals; it's a lot more
immediate. Punkier."
quiet room in the back of the bus.
"Yeah," offered McKeegan, "it's
I was still nervous, but I calmed
down after a few minutes of interview, more 'straight-between-the-ey es,' you
an d soo n we were tal king about every- know?" It's true, I suppose, that the
thing from Sonic the Hedgehog to the album is louder and more direct than
silly ways fashionable people in France their previous efforts on A&M, the
act They told me "tour stories" and full-length Nurse and the more recent
talked about getting lost on the way to Hats Off to the Insane EP; but more to
see Pantera They talked back and the point, the album is more rock than
forth about music, and told me how anything else.
This time around, the punk influmuch fun it was to tour America For
my part, I recommended Spaghetti ence is a bit closer to the front, but the
melodies that infect the songs are still
Warehouse for dinner.
I did manage to learn a few things there in full force. Songs like
about Therapy?'s history. The band "Screamager," "Nowhere," "Die
"Femtex"
and
formed abou t four-and-a- halfyears ago Laughing,"
in Larne, a little town just outside "Unrequited" all haveamazingly beauBelfast—a city they describe as "pretty tiful melodic parts to them. On the
drab. Belfast is just a gray little indus- other hand, tunes like" Knives," TrigB Y
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ger Inside" and "Brainsaw" are fullon, ripping, tight little bu ndles of rage.
Therapy? does a couple of covers,
a punkish version of Joy Division's
"Isolation," and a low-fi, vinyl-sounding acoustic rend ition of "You Are My
Sunshine" tacked onto the end of
"Brainsaw" (as well as 20 minutes of a
record skipping. Don't bother trying
to find any "hidden tracks," though:
it's a joke on us silly losers who revel
in finding things like that).
Guest musicians show up this time,
too: among others, Page Hamilton of
Helmet (for whom they opened this
summer) plays lead guitar on "Unbeliever," and Lesley Rankine of Silverfish contributes vocals to "Lunacy
Booth."
The band also has its first clearly
"political song" on this album, the
somewhat Metallica-esque snarl of
"Stop It You're Killing Me" — but
even then they stop short of trying to
be U2, going more for an unfocused
anger directed at society. Considering where the band is from, it seems a
little strange. "We have enough
troubles of our own, why worry about
the world's?" was McKeegan's question in response to mine.
The interesting part is contrasting
the often-beautiful music with the subjects of the songs. I mean, on
Troublegum alone we have an ode to
Jeffrey Dahmer (Trigger Inside"), a
stalker threatening his victim
(Turn"), the fear ofgoing insane ("Die
Laughing"), a sweet little ditty about
someone obsessed with sharpobjects
("Knives") and another that I think is
a final letter from a despairing suicide
("Unrequited").

On some of these songs, the fact
that Cairns is singing about hate, despair, rage or fear doesn't come
through unless you listen carefully to
the lyrics; but on others, like
"Unrequited" and "Brainsaw," the
emotion is raw and out in the open.
This album is a study in pain and
painful situations. Why would abunch
of guys who seem so exuberant on the
outside write stuff like this? Do they
have some kind of strange fixation
with the rougher side of life?
"It's really more compelling, I
think," said Cairns. "It's like a car
crash. You always tend to linger on
the darker side of things."
Overall, the album is several levels
above Nurse. The sound has indeed
changed, and that is part of the difference; the songwriting has improved,
as well. In contrast to their earlier
work, which tends to sound a bit disjointed and pieced-together (though I
do still like it), the tracks on
Troublegum are full songs, from beginning to end; out of them all, there
are very few I don't like.
The show itself was very energetic.
Goat's Head Soup is really too small to
try moshing, but the crazed fans (myself included) did anyway, and the
resulting insanity made Andy Cairns
grin a little wider every time some kid
flew up onto the stage and knocked
his mike over.
"Come on, you mother fuckers!"
he screamed, laughing maniacally (I'm
telling you, the man is what Satan
would look like if he were Irish). Meanwhile, McKeegan pogoed wildly
around the stage, his head snapping
up and down in time with the beat.

The band tore through most of
Hats Off to the Insane and played a
number of new tunes (unfortunately
neglecting stuff off Nurse), finishing
with agreat sing-along of "J ames Joyce
Is Fucking My Sister."
Ah... The moshing did tend to
disrupt anyone trying to actually watch
the show, and every time someone
tried to go crowd-surfing, they tried to
pull the lights down, too; but hey,
chaos is good. And as far as I'm concerned, as long as the band kept playing (even when some idiot unplugged
McKeegan's bass), the show rocked
— and so does the album.
Watching the three of them up on
stage, obviously enjoying themselves,
I remembered what McKeegan had
said to me in the interview: "It's just
good fun."
If you missed them this time
through (and I couldn't pick out a
single Rice person from the crowd, so
it seems like everybody but me and
what seemed like several hundred
high school kids did),
Therapy? will be coming back
soon.This little "mini-tour" was mostly
for fun, hitting some places they had
either enjoyed or hadn't gotten to the
first time. On April 25, they'll be back
in Houston, on a "real" tour with
Swervedriver in support of
Troublegum, so be ready.
NOTE: I need to "fix" an error I
made a few weeks back in a review. To
my surprise, Pegboy's EP Fore is not
their debut — they have actually put
out at least two other albums, and
from what I've heard of them by now,
the older stuff is just as good.
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Lovett in a Deathtrap
hrvett play well-acted but pulled down by script
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LOVETT COLLEGE COMMONS
FEBRUARY 1 0 - 1 2 & 1 7 - 1 9 , 8 P M
$ 4 RICE, $ 5 NON-RICE
CALL 6 3 0 - 8 5 0 7 FOR TICKETS & INFO

Ijovett College's production of Ira
I jevin's play Deathtrap isahandsomely
mounted, well-acted affair. The cast
and crew need everything they have
going for them, because the play arrives dead.
First-time playwright Clifford
Anderson (Mitch Hollberg) brings the
only copy of a thriller he's writing to
fading playwright Sidney Bruhl (Paul
Cummings), a former master of the
thriller trying to regain his commercial touch. Clifford's play is so good,
it's almost worth killing for, and he
hasn't told anyone he's working on a
play. Sidney contemplates murder.
That's what we start out with, but not
what we end up with. Wrenching plot
twists lie, waiting in ambush for you.
Ira Ijevin is one of America's more
irritating novelists, and he's only
slightly less so on stage or in the
movies. His novels, with all their intellectual pretensions, have embedded

themselves in the American consciousness — we know what people
are talking about when they mention
the Stepford wives or Rosemary's
baby. Instead of being pretentious,
Deathtrap is a rickety and rancid murder melodrama punctuated byfitsand..
starts of stilted dialogue, clumsy stabs
at humor and heavy-handed self-congratulation. The plot twists aren't even
that much when they do arrive.
The actors meet with varying degrees of success, although consideringthewearisomeand indistinct characters they're saddled with, no one
here should be blamed for failure.
The standout in this cast is Paul
Cummings, who sinks his voice into
an Orson Welles-like baritone and
brings a wit and intelligence to his role
that are definitely not in the script. His
performance is the best thing about
this production.
Director Jon Adler stages Deathtrap tastefully and to good effect
If you thought Harold Becker's
film Malice was clever instead of manipulative (and a depressing number
of moviegoers did, apparently), then
youll like this play. I left the theater
wondering what the point of it all was.
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Women reeling from SWC losses
by John Fredland
Things just keep getting worse for
the Rice women's basketball team.
Poised to make a run at the upper
echelon of the Southwest Conference
after a promising start in conference
play, the Owls have since hit the skids,
dropping five straight conference
games to descend into seventh place
in the SWC.
Southern Methodist University
was responsible for dealing the Owls
their latest defeat, as the Lady Mustangs rode Jennifer McLaughlin's
game-high 31 points to a 73-59 victory
Wednesday night in Dallas.
Whenever the Owls (10-10,2-6 in
theSWC) attempted to mountacharge
against SMU (13-5,4-4), McLaughlin
was able to counter with a string of key
baskets, allowing the Lady Mustangs
to regain control.
Rice Head Coach Christy
McKinney acknowledged strong play
by McLaughlin, who hit on 12 of 14
shots from the floor, adding that the
Lady Mustang guard's success was
also the result of Owl generosity.
"McLaughlin played really well,"
McKinney said. "Most of her points
did come in transition off of our turnovers, rather than in halfcourt play.
We seemed to turn the ball over in
spurts."
The Owl offense had its secondstraight lackluster performance. The
inside game surfaced only after the
game was out of reach and the outside
game sank into the mire of a one- for10 performance from three-point
range. Rice shot only 31 percent from
the floor against the Lady Mustangs.
"You basically said it; we have gone

Tommy McGhee skies for the board while Todd Schoettelkotte looks on in awe.

Rice basketball desperately
seeks end to losing streak

flat on offense," said forward Tammy
McCallum. "That says it all"
"I think we are playing really tight
on offense now," McKinney said. "We
need to find some way to loosen up."
Guard Jessica Garcia and center
Brenda Conaway led the Owls with 11
points each. McCallum pulled down
10 rebounds.
On Feb. 5, the University of Houston used pressure defense and inside
scoring to hand the Owls their fourth
straight defeat, 71-51, at Hofheins Pavilion.
Lady Cougar guard Antoinette
Isaac scored 14 of her game-high 21
points in the first half, as the Cougars
built a 13-point halftime lead and
coasted from there. Garcia led the
Owls with 11 points. Conaway added
10 points and McCallum pulled down
12 rebounds.
The Owls could not cope with the
Lady Cougars' defensive pressure, as
they committed 31 turnovers. Every
Owl who saw action turned the ball
over at least once.
Earlier in the season, the Owls
succeeded in breaking a pressure
defense used by Kent State University, but this time was different
"Houston was different in that they
used a man-to-man press instead of a
zone," McKinney said. "We displayed
poor ball handling, and we were tentative on offense. Our guards lacked
confidence."
The Lady Cougar defense also succeeded in shutting down the Owls
when they were able to get shots, as
Rice shot 18.5 percent in the first half
and 27.4 percent on the evening.
McKinney benched slumping center Nicki Manzo in favor of freshman
Kristen Carlson, who saw her first

action in the first half of a conference
game. Manzo, who had been averaging 9.9 points per game, only managed two points in her 11 minutes of
play.
"Nicki is not getting it done,"
McKinney said. "She is capable of
doing it, but she hasn't been. Call it a
slump, if you like. Kristen has been
working hard, and she deserves the
opportunity to play."
The loss of shooting guard Marsha
Frese to an anterior cruciate ligament
tear for the season hurt the Owls,
according to McKinney.
T h e r e ' s no doubt that not having
Marsha hurt us," she said. "We have
to have players step up. It can still
happenforus. Marsha gave us leadership."
The Owls face a stiff challenge
tomorrow night when they take on
Texas A&M University at Autry Court
at 7:30. The Lady Aggies have been
the surprise team in the conference,
carrying a 7-0 SWC mark and a ranking of the 25th-best team in the nation
into Wednesday night's encounter
with the University ofTexas.
The Lady Aggies are led by sophomore guard Lisa Branch, who is making a bid for most valuable player in
the conference with 15.9 points, 6.8
assists, 3.9 rebounds and 3.1 steals
per game.
Earlier this season, the Lady Aggies
broke open a close game midway
through the second half and went on
to defeat the Owls 7847 in College
Station.
T e x a s A&M is playing really well,"
McKinney said. "TTiey're going to be
tough. They are good inside and good
outside. We'll have to play smart and
take care of the ball."

25th-ranked baseball faces Sam Houston

will make or break the season.
"Maybe hit for a higher average,"
"We need to have some good per- he said.
formances from the staff," said Miller.
Cruz, who was also named to the
The Rice baseball team begins its "We need to have a few guys step second-team pre-season Ail-American
season at home tomorrow with a noon
forward and establish themselves."
by both Collegiate Baseball and Basedoubleheader against Sam Houston
The pitching staff will gain some ball America , expects the Owls to comlosing streaks at the other's expense, State University. The Owls will also depth this year from several newcom- pete for the Southwest Conference
by Jason Katz
Houston hoping to snap a school- host McNeese State University on ers. Freshmen Chad Feris and Byron title.
record 13 losses in a row.
Sunday at 2 p.m.
Tribe might break into the top seven
"Our pitching staff is good and if
When they thought it couldn't get
An emotional Houston squad ran
Rice begins the year ranked 25th or eight pitching rotation slots.
we can stay healthy and together than
any worse, it did.
out to a 35-29 halftime lead, but fell in the Collegiate Baseball pre-season
The most valuable addition to the we're going to be extra tough because
Following tough consecutive victim to a well-executed 26-8 Rice run top40 poll. The Owls look to have a staff may be projected closer Tim ouroffenseand defense are awesome,"
losses to conference foes Texas Tech in the second half, giving the Owls a strong spring, with many players re- Byrdak, a junior-college transfer. he said. T e x a s A&M, Texas and us
University and the University ofTexas, 61-48 lead with less than six minutes turning from last year's stellar 3618
Byrdak, a left-handed fireballer, will are going to be the teams to beat"
the Rice men's basketball team hoped remaining.
season.
greatly help the Owls' bullpen depth
Winning the conference title is no
to end their momentary skid by hostThree straight three-pointers by
That team set several Rice records, and might even start on occasion.
small feat, as the Southwest Confering the University of Houston.
Houston cut the lead to 61-57. But, including runs in a game (27 against
The Owls will rely once again on a ence may well be the toughest conferBut, by week'send, it was the Owls Rice answered with four straight points Stephen F. Austin University), runs in powerful hitting attack, having per- ence in collegiate baseball.
who sported the league's worst losing to regain control, aided by a technical a season (421) and runs batted in haps the most potent lineup in the
As usual, both the University of
streak at four games, following de- foul called on Houston Coach Alvin
(373).
conference. Returning players Jose Texas andTexas A&M University will
feats at the hands of the Cougars and Brooks.
Unfortunately, the Owls could Cruz Jr., Dana Davis, Donald Aslaksen field powerful teams. Texas A&M reCentenary University.
After a Cougar basket, Andrews muster only a 7-11 recbrd in South- and Chris Boni all hit over .300 last turns many players from a team that
On Feb. 8, Rice traveled to Shreve- provided what seemed to be the knock- west Conference play and finished the year. In addition, Miller, David Brooks competed in the College World Series
port, La. to take on the midget of out blow, when he broke the press year in fifth place, missing the and Jeff Brannen are capable hitters.
in Omaha, Neb. Also, Texas looks to
Division 1 basketball, the Centenary with a vicious dunk to up the lead back postseason tournament.
Third baseman Mark Quinn, an- continue its long-standingdomination
Gentlemen.
to eight, 67-59.
The biggest question mark for the other junior-college transfer, is the of Southwest Conference competition.
It was an uphill battle from the start
But, the resilient Cougars threw a Owls is pitching. Last year's pitching only newcomer to break into the proMost collegiate baseball publicafor the Owls, who found themselves suffocating defense at Rice, holding staff finished the spring with an over- jected starting lineup.
tions have predicted the Owls to finish
trailing their hosts by 12 at halftime, the Owls scoreless in the final three all 4.77 earned run average, which
The players believe th is year's team third in the conference behind these
39-27.
minutes of the game. Houston, in- ranked near the bottom of the South- will play better defense than last traditional powers.
With the thoughts of a fourth con- stead, scored the final 10 points, in- west Conference.
season's relatively poor-fielding squad.
After a comfortable start, in which
secutive loss lingering in their minds, cluding a three-point shot by guard
The staff returnees include Bo
"Last year our fielders didn't do too the Owls play seven of their first eight
Rice jumped out with a feverish pace Anthony Goldwire with 29 seconds Johnson (13-9 last year) James Madrid well, but today at practice we were games at Cameron Field, the schedto open the second half. With a 10-1 left that tied the game at 67.
(8-3), Mike Wilson (44) and Jim Miller awesome," Cruz said. T h e y were get- ule gets considerably harder.
run, the Owls found themselves leadWith an overtime period almost a (94).
ting everything."
The team will play what is arguably
ing the contest for the first time, 39-38. certainty, the Cougars' Goldwire drove
The staff has already received some
Cruz won national co-freshman of the toughest schedule in the SouthHaving upped the lead to4541, the down the court for a last-second effort bad news as three-year starter Darrell the year honors for last year's extraor- west Conference, with only half of
Owls had little time to relax as Cente- to put the game away.
Richardson will not return. In addi- dinary season, in which he hit .351 their 56 games at home and 16 games
nary answered back with a 12-0 run of
As Goldwire went up for an off- tion, Madrid, Miller and Johnson are with 13 homeruns, tops in the nation against top40 opponents.
their own.
balanced sh^t, he was fouled by Rice all suffering from various degrees of for freshmen, and a school-record 59
Texas, in comparison, will play 21
Despite 25 points from Rice'for-' guard Kevin Rabbitt Goldwire sank tendonitis in their pitching arms.
runs batted in. After having that phe- top40 teams; however, the l^onghorn s
ward Torrey Andrews and a career- both free-throws and Houston preMadrid underwent a magnetic nomenal first year, what can he do for have the distinct advantage of playing
high 14 points by true freshman Jesse served the victory, 69-67, with a resonance imaging examination on an encore?
47 of their 57 games at home.
Cravens, the Owls never regained the Herschel Wafer block of Andrews' Feb. 7, but believes he is ready to
lead. It was the fourth loss in a row for buzzer shot
pitch.
Rice, as the Owls fell victim once again
"From the onset, [Houston] had a
"Everything's going great so far,"
to their inconsistency on the court
look in their eyes like they were going Madrid said. "My arm's looking a lot
. Jfti JH» - y JH d(f ^ A J U L J
"We played hard, but we just to win," Wilson said. "We just didn't better."
weren't focused in the first half," said play well down the stretch."
Miller's arm is not yet completely
Andrews.
Rice, with its fourth consecutive healed, but he will be able to pitch
"We're not a bad team," said Rice loss, has fallen to 11-9 overall, 3 4 in later in the year.
Head Coach Willis Wilson, "but we're conference play.
"I had surgery a year ago and my
i
playing poorly in spurts and playing
The Owls hope a Feb. 13 match-up arm is starting to come around" Miller
consistently in spurts."
in Dallas against the Southern Meth- said. "Right now I'm shooting to be
Rice hosted the hapless Cougars odist Mustangs, a team they have al- able to pitch when the conference
of Houston in a crosstown conference ready beaten once this season, will games start."
turn their fortunes around and set
duel on Feb. 5.
As is always the case in baseball,
• •••JBL MLMLJmJtM
Both teams sought to end tough them on the winning track
the pitching, rather than the hitting,
by G r a n t Flowers
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Men blaze through Virginia track
by Tony Tran
The Rice men's track andfieldteam
heads back to Oklahoma this weekend to compete in the Oklahoma Indoor Classic.
The team will travel to Oklahoma
City on the heels ofgreat performances
by Kareem Streete-Thompson and by
two relay team in the Mobil Invitational in Fairfax, Va.
"It was as good a meet as we are
going to see," said Head Coach Steve
Straub. T h e performance was good
and encouraging."
The meet was highlighted by
Thompson's performance in the 55meter dash, as he automatically qualified for the NCAA Championships in
March with a time of 6.16 seconds.
This time was the fastest of the
year by a collegian and made him an
early favorite to capture the event at
the NCAAs.
" U nder the right conditions, I knew
I could run a fast time," said Thompson. "I just had a great start"
"He is on as good a level as he has
ever been," said Straub. "We knew he
was ready to run and he beat a good
field by three or four yards."
Remarkably enough, StreeteThompson was not satisfied with his
time.
"I need to keep on working," he
said. "I'm looking to break the school

record of 6.10."
Rice also entered a 4x400-meter
relay team, with Thompson making
his debut as the opening leg. While he
turned in a respectable 49.8-second
leg, Bryan Bronson's 46.1- and Chris
Jones' 46.5-second laps stole the show.
The lack of a strong fourth leg
hampered the Owls as they finished
third with a time of 3:11.58 to provisionally qualify for nationals.
"We are probably one leg away
from being the best4x400 in the country," said Straub. "Bronson and Jones
are running as good as can be; we just
need someone to step up."
The other relay team, the distancemedley relay, led through the first
three legs, but a poor anchor leg led to
a disappointing sixth-place finish.
Freshman Jason Lunn, who had a
superb 1200-meter time of 2:57,
thought that the relay gave the freshmen a lot of experience that they will
need to be strong contributors.
"If Brian [Klein] had run his normal race, we would have been right
there for qualifying," said Lunn. "The
team had three freshmen and a sophomore and we hadn't run very much;
the experience was good because the
meets are very differentfromthose in
high school."
The team plans to use the upcoming meet as a final tune-up for the
Southwest Conference indoor meet
the following week.

"There are certain things we want
to accomplish," s a d Straub. "We're
not going to double or triple anyone
this weekend; we just want to get
ready."
"We have some guys who are capable of qualifying for nationals," said
Streete-Thompson. "We want to
tuneup but we also want to get people
in as soon as possible."
The team expects to come back
from Oklahoma with good results, in
spite of the decision to rest the athletes.
"I think well do well," said Lunn.
"This meet is supposed to be a lot
bigger than the one in Oklahoma two
weeks ago."
Many publications have predicted
that Rice will finish somewhere between third and fifth at the NCAA
Championships, a fact that has not
gone past the team
"I think we can finish that high,"
said Streete-Thompson. "Just on our
individual performances alone, we
should get a lot of points and challenge for the championship."
Straub was not ready to look that
far ahead, worrying more about the
Southwest Conference meet
"It's going to be a pretty tight battle
between Baylor, Texas or Rice," he
said. "I don't know who'd be considered the favorite. We're going to have
to have some people come up really
good."

Tennis turns in surprising performance
by Grant Flowers
Fortunately for the Rice tennis
team, the biggest problems of the
weekend came at the airport and not
at the San Diego Invitational.
The Rice men's tennis team nearly
stranded two of their members in
California after last weekend's Invitational at the University of San Diego.
Ryan Gately and Pascal Hos had
ticketing troubles for their flight back
to Houston, but a crisis was averted
and the two players, who won the
second-flight doubles at the tourney,
managed to get home safely.
"That was their prize for winning
the tournament," said Head Coach
Iarry Turville.
In an individual tournament without team scoring, the team members
performed extremely well, with high
finishers in most categories.
In addition to the victory of Gately
and Hos, junior Willie Dann reached
the semifinals of the first-flight singles
and the team of Jose Medrano and
Jonathan Elsberry advanced to the
finals of the first-fight doubles.
"We did pretty well," said Turville.
"It was our first tourney and we'd only
been working out for a couple of
weeks."
Hie biggest surprise of the tournament for the Owls was Dann's performance in the first-flight singles.
Dann, who normally plays third-

seed singles for the Owls, expected to
play in the second-flight singles. However, a player from another team defaulted out of the first flight and Dann
was moved up in his place.
He made the most of the opportunity, winning three-set matches over
Barney Martinez of Texas A&M University and Emanuel Udozorh of the
University of San Diego. Dann eventually reached the semifinals but lost
in straight sets to sfecond-seed and
eventual tournament winner Fredrik
Axsater of San Diego. Axsater won
the first-flight singles last year at the
San Diego Invitational.
"I was kind of surprised by my
finish," said Dann. "I had actually had
my wisdom teeth pulled the week
before, and I hadn't played a match
before the tournament. I didn't think I
was mentally or physically ready for
it"
Much of Dann's energy was spent
before he faced Axsater.
"I had played back-to-back threesetters, and I couldnt keep up the
same level that I had been at," he said.
Medrano and Elsberry played
equally well in the first-flight doubles
but ended up losing 8 4 in the finals to
Pacific University's Kevin Smith and
Mauricio Sovero.
"I think that we need to practice
more," said Medrano. "Playing some
matches would help us get some confidence."
The first team match of the season

is today at 2:30 p.m. as the Southwestern Louisiana University visits Rice.
On Sunday, the Owls host a nationally-ranked Georgia Tech squad.
*We lost to Southwestern Louisiana last year," said Turville, "so we'll
be looking for revenge."
In addition to seeking revenge, Rice
is obviously hoping for a strong start
before conference matches begin.
"These are both really important
matches. We lost to both teams last
season," said Dann. "Last year we
started off our season an d lost to Georgia Tech. That loss took some of our
confidence away and we had a tough
year. We're a streaky team, so it's
important that we get a good start"
Medrano, Rice's number-one
singles player, is optimistic about the
team's start
"It looks like right now everyone is
playing with a lot of confidence," said
Medrano. "And as long as our confidence is up, we will do fine in dual
matches."
Medrano will play at number-one
singles again this weekend with Dann
and junior Justin Reizes taking the
second and third spots.
The remaining singles slots will be
filled from the group of Hos, Elsbeny, *
Gately, Burt Hong, Ben Pritchett and
Nick LorenzinL
Medrano-Elsberry will probably
play number-one doubles with either
Hos-Gately or Dann-Reizes playing
number-two.

Volleyball team inks four recruits
by Tony Tran
The Rice women's volleyball team
signed four recruits to national lettersof-intent Thursday, Feb. 3.
Head Coach Henry Chen announced that outside hitter Monika
Bickert, middle hitters Tiffany
Carrethers and Amy Mills and setter
Carolyn Sarnecki would join the team
next year.
"It's a very strong class; each class
brings something to Rice," said Chen.
"This year, it's athleticism; they are all
strong and hard-working athletes."
Bickert, a 5-11 hitter from El Toro
High in Lake Forest, Ca., is expected
to shore up the outside attack. She
was MVP of her team as well as a
National Merit scholar.
"Monika's size is a big plus," said
Chen. "She is a strong jumper with
solid, dependable back-row skills."

Carrethers, a 6-0 all-Greater Hous- nals. Sarnecki was named the north
ton selection from Dobie High who Orange county player of the year.
was named MVP of District 23-5A,
"Carolyn's got a lot of experience
was signed to improve Rice's quick as she took her high school team to
attack.
the state title as a junior," said Chen.
"Tiffany's a very talented athlete "She has very good height for a setter
who has the potential to be an explo- and has very good compo sure for runsive hitter," said Chen. "She fits in ning the offense."
veiy well in our quick hitter role and is
Chen expects a lot from this batch
going to be a solid blocker."
of recruits.
"They will be make an impact," he
Mills, a 6-1 middle hitter from
Clovis West High in Fresno, Ca., said. "They'reallgoingtogetachance
should be helpful to the Rice blocking. to show me what they have."
She was named second team all-league
Rice will reacquire the services of
and led her team in kills and blocks.
medical-redshirt sophomores Casey
"Amy's a very quick.player later- Roon and Toby Roquemore, who
ally," said Chen. "She's a very strong « missed most of last year. The Owls
blocker and, offensively, she can be a will enter play next year with four
freshmen, six sophomores and two
strong hitter."
Rounding out the four is Sarnecki, juniors.
a 5-10 setter from Sunny Hills High in
"We're going to be a young team
La Habra Heights, Ca.. She led her again," said Chen. "But, we have a
school to back-to-back league cham- tremendously motivated group right
pionships and the 1993 state semifi- now and a very deep recruiting base."

HEAD TO HEAD

A
Pink Floyd guitarist David Gilmore is thrilled about the Rice Stadium concert

Randy Block v s. Ken Stanley
This week and next, we'll be making
predictions for the "underappreciated"
sports of Rice University If you play some
sport that nobody's ever heard of, please
let Randy and Ken know about it.
Rice vs. Texas A&M (women's basketball)
Despite the inside scorTeam ACL (anterior cruciing threat of Tonya Barone ate ligament) will take on the
Jr., the Aggies will fell prey Aggies Saturday night Rice
to the Owls at Autry. I know nearly beat UT and Tech. All of
A&M is undefeated in con- you who jumped off the Rockference —butyou gotta have ets and Oilers bandwagon,
come watch a 59-58 upset.

Rice vs. Sam Houston St. (baseball)
Beforethewomen'sgame,
check out the double-header
featuring our unbeaten Rice
baseball team. The Owls will
sweep as Jose Cruz Jr. slams
two homers and Michael
Jordan hits for the cycle.

The 25th-ranked Owls may
have the best lineup in the
SWC. If our pitching shores
up, we'll make NCAAs. Sam
Houston will bring its best players. The Bearkats will show up
and be shown up. Owls 9*2.

Rice vs. Houston (swimming)
Even though Ken is the
swimming expert, 111 take a
shot and say Rice wins
against both UH and Texas
A&dM this weekend. You guys
should make it out to the
pool on Friday; they are giving away $500tothe4000th
fan through the door.

- The last home swim meet
of the year will be tonight.
They wantfens.Swim meets
are fun; you have well- proportioned men and women in tight,
skimpy swimsuits. There's
somethingfbr everyone! Cheer
loud because they can't hear
well in the water.

Rice vs. Southwestern Louisiana (tennis)
Southwestern Louisiana?
Any team with that much
geographic information in its
name is bound to lose. They
will-be coming into town on
Friday and they're going
home empty-handed. The
tennis team rolls to victory.

I've been waiting all year to
write about the Ragin' Cajuns.
They're coming to face us.
They'renotas good, butthey're
ragin'. Jose Medrano and Jon
"What do you play?" Elsberry
will lead the talented but unknown Owls to victory.

Intramural Announcements
Intramural Entry Deadlines for Thursday, February 10th include
Evian 2-on-2 Coed Sand Volleyball tournament If you missed
yesterday's deadline, hurry in for a late entry!!! For rules or
information call Lisa at 285-5398 or stop by the Intramural office
(2nd floor of the gym).
Ultimate Frisbee will start tomorrow. Come by the gym to pick up
your schedules.
The Championship Schick 3-on-3 basketball teams will compete
in*the regional tournament in San Antonio this Saturday. The
men's team includes: Brian Lyssy, Bobby Dixon, Kevin Masek and
Warrick Franklin. The women's team includes Kara Kane, Kim
Neuscheler, Trista Olsen and Laura Boms.
Intramural Entry Deadlines for Thursday, February 24th include:
Men'sCollege Volleyball, Women's College Softball and Women's
College Basketball. See your Sports Reps to enter.
Effective immediately all event schedules will no longer be mailed
to the team captains. The schedules will be available in a rack
downstairs in the gym lobby and in the Intramural office.
Grad students must pay a $12 fee to play intramurals at the
cashiers office (good for the entire year.
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Emily Mann dives off on her leg as Annie Luikens completes her own relay leg in the team's dual meet against TCU.

Swimmers split against TCU, fall to SMU

Golf opens season

Rugby lacks opponents

The Rice golf team will open its
spring schedule this weekend in the
International Intercollegiate tournament in Monterrey, Mexico.
This tournament, a 54-hole affair,
will pit the Owls against 17 other
American schools and a team of top
Mexican collegiate players.
Rice will send five golfers to compete in the tournament, including two
who will be making their season debut
Freshman Jim Duke will make his
collegiate debut and junior Matt
Williamson will play in only his second tournament in his four years at
Rice. Juniors Dan Andersson and
Trevor Randolph, along with freshman Drew Scott round out the team
Andersson and Scott automatically
qualified for the tournament by leading Wee in stroke average during the
fall while Randolph paced the Owls in
the four intrasquad tournaments prior
to this weekend's action.
— by Tony Tran

The undefeated Rice rugby team is
looking for some competition since
their scheduled competition has
backed away.
After trouncing Southern Methodist University two weeks ago 47-3, the
team has been inactive.
Last Sunday's game against Southwest Texas State University was rescheduled for March 12 and this
weekend's game at Texas Tech University was also postponed.
"It is important for us to have a
good game against a good team soon,
since our most intense competition is
coming up," said junior An troy Arreo la.
The team remains confident of its
chances to reach the Western
Regionalsdespite the unplanned rest
To make up for the postponed
game, the team competed in an intrasquad scrimmage with the first side
winning a closely-fought contest.
Because of the tentative rugby
schedule, the players are unsure of
the next game. They hope to compete
against the Houston Old Boys this
Saturday at 2 p.m.
— by Jessica Williams

Rice-Texas student ticket
pickup planned
Since the men's basketball game
against Texas, Wed. Mar. 2, falls on
spring break and is expected to be an
advance sell-out, the Athletic Department will offer student tickets.
Students planning to attend the
game should go to the Athletic Ticket
Office in Autry Court during the week
of February 21-25 between 8:30 a.m.
and 5 p.m. to claim their general admission ticket for the student section.
StudentswithavalidlDanda 199394 athletic sticker on the back may
pick up one ticket Student guest tickets may also be purchased during this
period.
Only students who have picked up
a ticket during this period and present
a Rice ID will be admitted on the night
of the game.
For questions regarding the student pick-up, call 522-OWLS.'
— by Megan O'Grady

Fabfreshmenlead -women to victory over TCU, while men team falters
In contrast, Rice approached the the team's high-intensity training trip
meet against conference powerhouse to California over winter break, durSM U by testing d ifferent possibilities. ingwhich they logged several miles in
The Rice swim team left several SMU, which Logar referred to as "pos- the pool daily, contributed to the perpersonal and pool records behind sibly the best team in the conference," sonal bests at this point in the season.
them last weekend in a pair of home set three new pool records in their
"It's all devotion to the team —
meets against conference rivalsTexas 123-73 win over the Owls.
we've all been working harder, with
Christian University and Southern
Rice tookfirstplace in three events. high expectations," he said.
Methodist University.
Miller led the way in the 400-meter
The women's team will take on the
The Rice women handily out-swam individual medley, just edging out University of Houston at home totheir TCU opponents on Friday with a teammate Farmer by 0.08 seconds.
night at 7 p.m.
final tally of 118 to 87. The men's team
Farmer won the 500 freestyle, and
"I think we should beat Houston,"
fell to TCU 78-124 and to SMU 73-128, the team of Ferranti, Bowlin, said Wingenroth, citing revenge for
but both meets featured individual Upadhyaya and Emily Mann captured an earlier loss as motivation.
stand-outs.
first place in the 400-meter freestyle
"It will be close against UH," said
A400-yard medley relay team con- relay.
Logar. "We know what we can do, as
sisting of Anjali Upadhyaya, Chris
Farmer's and Miller's swim times well as what they can do."
Logar, Amy Ferranti and Ginny met NCAA consideration cutoff times,
Both teams will travel to nationally
Farmer opened up with a bang, out- potentially qualifying them for the na- ranked Texas A&M University this
pacing the competition and shaving tional meet.
weekend for meets.
seven seconds off the old pool record
Brant Hasebe took the top spot in
"A&M is a very good team," said
set in 1989 by a University of Texas the 200 butterfly against TCU. In the Fisher. "It will be good to see how we
team.
100 freestyle, Ryan Gravelle finished respond.*
Farmer, in herfirstseason for Rice, on top for Rice, followed by teammate
"A&M has better sprints, butwe're
had an electric performance in the Jim Bridenstine.
better long," said Logar, indicating
200-meter individual medley, breakThe team of Kurt Wagner, Hasebe, the results of the long distance races
ing both Rice and pool records, and Stephen Edmonds and Tod Olin won were the deciding factors for the meet
followed it up with a win in the 100- the 400 freestyle relay.
The women's conference meet will
meter freestyle.
Jim Bridenstine took top honors be held from Feb. 24 to 26, with the
Not to be outdone, fellow fresh- against SMU in the 200 butterfly for men's meet followingfromMar. 3 to 5.
man Cori Miller took strong wins in Rice. Edmonds, Alex Fuller, Wagner
To prepare, the teams will taper
the 200 freestyle, 500 freestyle and and Olin held the top place in the 400 workouts and shave body hair, result200 breaststroke.
freestyle relay.
ing in "rested" times, usually the fastErika Bowlin took the 1000
Wingenroth noted strong swims est for each individual
freestyle for Rice, and Upadhyaya won from Gravelle and Hasebe against
Wingenroth noted that the teams'
the 200 backstroke. Several other TCU and pointed out that Bridenstine . in-season times, before tapering and
strong finishes for Rice clinched the almost beat the pool record in his win shaving, were "close to good rested
team victory.
in the butterfly.
times."
Coach Kris Wingenroth was
Team co-captain Gravelle noted
Gravelle, encouraged by the perpleased with the team's performance. SMU's ranking among the top ten formances this season, said that he
expected four or five swimmers to
"We beat TCU pretty decisively," teams in the nation.
she said. "We have fewer full scholar"We were expecting to lose that qualify for senior nationals. He added
that in recent Rice history, only indiships for swimming than other schools one," said Gravelle.
do, so it's good to be competitive."
In spite of the losses, he was opti- viduals have qualified.
She added that as a team Rice swam mistic about the season.
T h e goal of sending several swimvery fast in this meet, with many good
"Everyone on the team is swim- mers is certainly attainable this year,"
in-season times.
ming their fastest times, unshaven," said Gravelle.
"The lineup against TCU was one he said. "We've been training a lot
"We're swimming fast now, and
of our best ones," said team captain harder and it's paying off."
look to be even faster," said
Logar. "We swam really well."
Junior Scott Fisher also felt that Wingenroth.

by Prerana Patel

FAIRFAX

KTRU to air baseball
Eighteen Rice baseball games will
be broadcast this year by KTRU, Rice's
student-run radio station.
Listeners tuning in to 91.7 FM will
have a chance to listen to the Owls
battle conference foes the University
of Texas, Texas A&M University, the
University of Houston, Baylor U niversity, Texas Christian University and
Texas Tech University.
The broadcast schedule also includes non-conferenceopponents Sam
Houston State University, McNeesc
State University, Oklahoma State
University, LamarUniversity and Oral
Roberts University.
KTRU will air the Rice-Sam Houston game at 2:30 p.m. tomorrow afternoon and the Rice-McNeese St game
at 2:00 p.m. Sunday.
— by Tony Tran

We're looking for a few good writers!
Seen any good ones lately?
If so, please contact the Thresher
office at 527-4801.
Oh yeah, ifyou write Sports, contact
Tony.

W0RLP BAIT
HEADQUARTERS
3 7 4 3 Green briar (next to 8.0)

$100 Prafts on Sundays
and Mondays!
Tuesdays are
blues Pays
w/ The Megatones!
" O f f i c i a l 5ponsor of t h e Rice Rugby Football Club.

HEALTHY MALES WANTED AS SEMEN DONORS.
1

^irtax Cryobank needs y o u n ^ men as semen donors.
• Excellent c o n d e n s a t i o n • Help Infertile Couples • Confidentiality i n s u r e d •
• Ages 18 to 35 • Call 799-9937 •

When in Galveston for Mardi Gras,
<2

visit FOAM PEP0T
^

215 22nd (b/t Stand & Mechanic)!
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Dear Robert Horry:
A concerned fan speaks out about your trade
by Stuart Krohn
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I wanted to write you about something you missed while flying back to
Houston on Sunday.
While Gene Peterson was doing
his post-game interview with guard
Scott Brooks, heasked about the trade
being revoked. Scottie said he was
glad to have you and Matt Bullard
back on the team and the crowd at the
Summit roared with approval.
Those people are the true Rocket
fans and I consider myself one of them.
I wasn't attending the game because
I'm a college student and the 10-game
ticket package is all my budget allowed.
I have admired the class you have
shown in accepting your unexpected
return, but this doesnt have to be a
cold, professional decision. We are
glad to have you and I wanted you to

A Rice lacrosse player weaves his way through the Texas defense, looking for a goal.

Lacrosse blasts Trinity, edges UT HIT&
by Megan O'Gracly
The Rice lacrosse team improved
its record to 2-0, following a 124 spanking of Trinity College on Feb.5.
Rice completely dominated this
game as the team won its fourth consecutive game over Trinity.
"We worked together as a team
and got to work on our plays," said
goalie Harry Moren.
But, despite the blowout, the team
still had a few things to work on.
"We need to get better in getting
the grounders," Moren said. "We have
to improve our call-pickup interplay."
Rice had a much easier time in
dispatching Trinity than it did in its
first game of the year.
In the season opener, the team
overcame a slow start and cold, rainy
weather to defeat the University of
Texas 10-9 on Jan. 29. Down 7-5 after
the first half, the team regrouped in
the second half to capture its opener.

"The first game is always tough,
but we played a solid game," said
defender and tri-captain Eric
Klineberg. "Winning was important
to us, as it determines the way the rest
of the season goes."
Coming back from winter break
with additional players, new strategies and a relatively short practice
p>eriod, the team looked for a strong
opening showing.
"We're a different team now," said
defender Arnoud Klineberg. "It took
us a little while to start clicking."
Player mistakes and inclement
weather were a problem for the team
in the first half.
T h e conditions were rainy and
sloppy," Eric Klineberg said. "We
missed ground balls and dropped a lot
of balls."
"We need to get after the ground
balls more and have more organization," he said. "We need to work on
our fundamentals and communication,
but some of it can be blamed on the

weather."
The team struggled in the beginning, falling behind 5-2 at the end of
thefirstquarter. But, Rice gained control and dominated the second half.
The team's play culminated in the
winning goal scored by Pete Perrino
with 45 seconds left in the game.
"Midfielders stepped up, the goalie
played well — we totally controlled
the second half," said tri-captain and
defender Jason Richardson.
"We didn't give up; it was really
close and we hung in there," Stugart
said. "We were going after the ground
balls and just had a little more energy
than they did."
Tomorrow, the team hosts Southwest Texas State University with a
Sunday matchup with Stephen F. Austin here at Rice.
"We should do really well because
they're not the best teams in the conference," said Moren said. T h e s e are
good games to gear up for when we
play Texas again next week."

They say college is
supposed to
broaden your horizons
Next semester,
take them literally.
Next semester, broaden your horizons with Beaver College.
You can intern in London, ponder Peace Studies in Austria,
cycle to class in Oxford or study Spanish in Mexico. You
can even stop .by a cafe in Vienna or explore a -Greek isle.
We also have a wide variety of university programs in the
U.K. and Ireland. For over 30 years, Beaver'College has
been sending students abroad for the experience of their
lives. Now it's time for yours.

Call us toda/'for more information.

Study Abroad with Beaver College.

1.800.755.5607
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know that you are welcome back.
You have been my favorite player
on the Rockets ever since I saw you
dunk against Atlanta in a preseason
game at the Summit last year. You are
also a favorite with most of the Rockets fans, I know.
Sure, I expected the Rockets to
draft Harold Miner but I have watched
you and Miner play enough to be
happy with Rudy T s decision to pick
you.
The way you played in the loss at
Seattle this season is enough to prove
that Houston needs you very badly.
Even though we lost to the Supersonics, your play alone made the Rockets the better team in the third quarter. You had fire in your eyes that
night and seemed to score effortlessly.
You knew that you could be creative with the ball and you scored and
rebounded at will. The team almost
came back from a 30-point deficit
I also noticed that the Rockets'
comeback in that game stopped once
you came out of the game.
I blame the coaches for not making clear thatyou have the green light
every night and it's frustrating being a
fan who wants to see you play well but
has to put up with Rudy T pulling you
out in the middle of the second quarter in every game.
The Seattle game was a rare opportunity for you to play crunch-time minutes against a good team. You seem to
play better against the great teams,
and I respect that a lot, sin<!fe so many
Houston players lack that talent
When you've had the chance to
make some plays, you have. YouVe
had some of your best games against
Seattle, New York, Phoenix and Cleveland.
Who could forget your threepointer to beat Orlando last year and
maintain the 15-game winning streak?
It seems clear that if you played
more, you would contribute more, but
I can't control that and I get the feeling
that you can't either. But before you
feel like you lost an opportunity in
Detroit, I vtant to remind you about
your potential here in Houston.
Oiler quarterback Warren Moon
was benched (unfairly, 1 think) and
then was suddenly given his old job

back while he still felt jilted by the
team.
Moon played better after he got his
second chance. Incidentally, so did
his offensive line, whose poor blocking caused his demotion in the first
place.
You are still a starter and I don't
think Rudy T has ever given you a
reason to think that you won't be a
starter as long as you are here. You
are going to be in every game and you
will have the chance to force Rudy to
keep you in there with your play.
There's a lot of pressure on you,
and Rudy probably demands more of
you than most players because he
hand-picked you and he knows that
you have great potential.
I cant relate to the pressure on pro
athletes like yourself, but I do know
how itfeels to haye more demanded of
you just because someone sees more
potential in you.
It's frustrating and I can see how
Detroit might have seemed like a happier place to be beacuse you would
have had a fresh start and lower expectations to live upto.
This team is expected to win, but
that doesn't mean that you have to
become an all-star.
I think that you will be an all-star in
the not-so-distant future, and I think
most Rockets fans would agree. Our
support has to mean something to
you, doesn't it?
Basketball is now a big business.
That ugly fact slapped you in the face
last week.
I play this game and watch this
game because I love it I love the
dunksand the blocks, and I love watching my team out-dunk and out-block
the opposition.
I expect that, despite the calmness
you have relied on to get you through
this, what keeps you playing in Houston , Detroit or Mars is your love of this
game.
One of my favorite games this year
was the loss at Phoenix, because you
just kept on dunking and no one could
stop you. That was fun, wasn't it?
Fans like me love watching stuff
like that Being a 5-9 awkward white
guy, IH never be able to dunk a ball on
a 10-foot goal and give someone nutsin-the-face.
I didn't write this letter to challenge you but I wanted you to know
that every fan I know is very happy to
have you back.
Forget those people that boo at the
games or call in to the talk shows to
demand thatyou betraded.They don't
coiint
Those same fans had no problem
with the team, when we were 22-1,
right? No trade was needed because
we were winning, but now, all of a
sudden, the team has to be changed.
They aren't true fans. If they were,
they would understand how much you
have done for the Rockets and, even
more importantly, how much you can
do for this team in the future.
Hakeem can't play forever, so who
do you think is going to be the main
man on offense when he retires?
I am not worried that you will play
poorly because ofthe trade thatwasn'L
But before you resign yourself to
the idea of playing out your contract
for a city that doesn't want you, I feel
compelled to tell you that I will be a fan
of the team, win or lose, and will always be a fan of yours, even if you
leave the Rockets.
Sincerely,
Stuart Krohn
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Hatfield lands 15 in
first recruiting class
by Tony Tran
Head Coach Ken Hatfield revealed
this year's group of recruits Feb. 2 in
a press conference, calling them "a
much better recruiting class than my
first year at Clemson."
Rice used 15 of its 16 available
scholarships, saving the last one for
next year.
"We didn't have very many scholarships," said recruiting coordinator
Steve Kidd. "We'd rather carry over
the extra scholarship because it'sgood
to have one in hand."
A quick look at this year's crop of
athletes offers a glimpse of the direc-

Rice Class of 1994
Player
Bass,Jayson
Beard, Andy
Bishop, Brent
Brabham, Kevin
Clifton, Andy
Duncan, Julian
Godfrey, Byron
Huffman, Brent
Nelson, Chad
Riley, Jason
Reynolds, Rashad
Shaw, L
Spinner, Mark
Streeter,-Russell
Weston, Bryan

PosHt Wt.
QB 5-11 175
LB 6-2 200
OL 6 4 270
DB 6-2 185
DE 6-4 230
DE 6 4 220
QB 6-2 200
DB 5-11 180
QB 5-11 170
TE 6 3 210
LB 6-2 215
RB 5-8 170
OL 6-3 260
DE 6-3 235
WR 6 4 195

tion Hatfield wants to take the Owls.
This year's group of recruits emphasizes speed over size, as only the offensive line recruits weighed over 250
pounds.
"The one thing you can't hide is a
lack of speed," he said. "It's a darn
good class."
One of the main priorities for the
new coaching staff was to sign an able
quarterback to run the new option
offense.
Thefootball staffaccomplished that
objective by .inking three quarterbacks. Byron Godfrey of North Shore,
Chad Nelson of Lewisville and Jayson
Bass of Fayette, Ala. all agreed to
attend Rice in the fall.
Nelson offers the most potential as
he guided his team to the Texas Class
5A Division II state championship. He
averaged more than eightyardsacarry
and covers 60 yards in 6.4 seconds.
"Everyone told us the best option
quarterback in the state was Chad
Nelson," Hatfield said. "He's a winner.

He's probably the most proficient of
the three [at running the option]."
Rice will bring four quarterbacks
into next season, but Hatfield hasgiven
his nod of approval toward incumbent
Josh LaRocca.
"Somebody will have to go a long
way to beat out Josh," he said. "But
I've got no problem playing a freshman."
In addition to Godfrey, Rice also
signed three other players from the
Houston area
Kingwood defensive back Kevin
Brabham, Nimitzdefensiveendjulian
Duncan and Baytown Lee tight end
Jason Riley will join the squad.
In addition, Rice took scatback
Ladouphyous Shaw from Tyler, who
may see some action as a defensive
back, after having five interceptions
last year.
This year's recruits include two
members of the top 100 from Texas:
wide receiver Bryan Weston from Del
Rio and defensive back Brent Huffman
from Cleburne.
"I don't care about any of that,"
Hatfield said. "You think Barry Sanders was a top 100? Wichita State was
the only one who offered until OklahomaState came in. Three years later,
he's a Heisman Trophy winner."
In addition to the three quarterbacks, Rice netted a running back,
two receivers, two offensive linemen,
three defensive linemen, two linebackers and two defensive backs.
"We got people hi all the positions
we needed," Kidd said. "We're happy
with them on paper, but we'd like to
get them on the field."
Fred Goldsmith's departure to
Duke University in December hindered Rice's recruiting, but Hatfield's
own experierice helped him land two
recruits.
He was able to attract linebacker
Rashad Reynolds from Aiken, S.C.,
and offensive lineman Mark Spinner
from Augusta, Ga.
The staff did n ot expect to red sh irt
any of these recruits.
"When you only have 85 scholarships, you better be ready to play all of
them," Hatfield said.
• "With the reduction of scholarships, there is a strong chance for
them to play," Kidd said.
There's no telling how this year's
recruits will help the team yeL
"Everybody's on a honeymoon
when they get hired — until you play
your first game and make your first
dumb call," Hatfield said.
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Get on board the ground floor of an
organization that could very well string
you along in a series of increasingly
burdensome and high-paying positions
before sucking you into a hellish timevacuum that leaves you running your
fingers through your greasy, thinning hair
and rubbing your radiation-dazed eyes at
4:23 Thursday morning worrying about
whether or not there are two spaces
around an m-dash, what the proper
abbreviation of Nebraska is and how to fill
a three-column-by-eight-inch void created
by miscommunication between the
smiling ad manager, the harried editor
and the confused advertiser, all the while
pondering the implications of the nearing
Pink Floyd concert at Rice Stadium and
straining to comprehend the lyrics of
White Zombie's "Thunderkissin '65,"
feats only complicated by constant phone
calls and the grrrr... noises emanating
from the aforementioned editor and the
naive questions of the recently-hired staff
who once called 527-4801 to commit
themselves to a life of personal sacrifice.
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the blue backpage

by Angelo Directo

JL

• peacock blue • blue horizon • blue island • blue lagoon • blue velvet • blue river • blue angels • blue dragon

Friday,
Feb. 11

•bhieman'blueroad^bluenile^bluemesa* blur-bellied roller *The blue gale of baby Ion • police blue • rhyt hm
and blues'betty blue* the blue mosque* blue guide* blue collar worker* blue line 'rhapsody in blue* blue
laws * blue lakes * blue eagle * the blue desert * blueprint * blue ribbon * blue lobster * blue veins * out of the blue

Feb. 12

• pastoral blue * bluieard * savannah blue * tennesee blue * picasso's blue period * the blue rider * blue bonnet
• bluefield,west Virginia * blueberry * bluebird * bhiegill * bluegrass * bluejay * the blue ridge mountains * blue
sky laws*bluestocking*blue throat bird *bluecross*blueshield*bluelight wavelength *424-492millimicrons
• blue oyster cult * blue liver * blue plate special * blue christmas * blue dress by depeche mode * blue hills
reservation * toronto btuejays * blue whale * blue chip * the big blue * blue gem * the duke bluedevik * into the
wild blue yonder * blue marlin * black and blue * blue heron * blue dolphin * ny pd blue * the button-down blues
of unc * su per blue * blue bell ice cream * bluerose*blue crabs* blue note recordings * blue bayou * true blue
• queen bee and the blue hornet ban * blue planet * blue basil * cobalt blue * blue brass * blue balls * blue laser

Lovett College Night. I hope this is right.
Starts around 6 p.m. -1 think.
.• Black Cuisine: A food festival celebrating
black cuisine throughout the Western
Hemisphere. WRC commons, 4-6 p.m. Info?
Call Monique Forward at 661-6794 or
Jermaine Gibbs at 630S543.
• Will Rice Films presents When Harry Met
Sally,Cheml.ec, 7,9and 11p.m. $1. Go find
out what a fake orgasm sounds like.
• Baker/Wieas Jazz Night presenting the
sounds of We Are That. At Baker, 8-12 p.m.

• blue heart * blue catfish * blue blade * the blue note club * the blue demons of lousiana tech * blue funk cd by
heavy d * UN peacekeeping force a.ka. blue helmets * blue cod * blue tongued lizards * once in a blue moon *
blue camel jazz band * deep blue sea * the blue house of south korea * the blue tooth of at lanta * union blue * blue
cheese * blue asbestos * blue peter * blue jaundice * blue piD * blue racer * blue ribbon * blue fox * blue mass *
blue star ointment * bhieblack trout * blue blooded * bluebottle plant * bluecoat * blue curls * bkiegown * blue
jack oak * blue iron work * blue jeans * blue lead * blue monkey * blue sage * blue stars * blue wha le * blue mascara
• blue ha waii * blue suede shoes * the blues brothers * blue ink * sL louis blues * Carolina blue * blue movies * blue

Monday,
Feb. 14

Valentine's Day. Another fabricated holiday
from the leeches at Hallmark.

TYtesday,

• Sneak Preview of Blue Chips, starring Nick
Nolte and Shaq. Rice Media Center, 8 p.m.

Wednesday,
Feb. 16

• Rice Jazz Band concert at RMC. Festivities
start at 8 p.m.

Feb. 17

• President's Lecture Series: "Race and Class
in America." Speaking will be Dr. Henry Louis
Gates, Jr. Stude Concert Hall, 8 p.m. Free.

corn chips * blue ice * blue smurfs.

Coming Next Week:

s

Brown Photo Supplement

s a t . u r d a y * 1 9 f o b r u o *-y 1 9 9 4
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blue moon • gershwin's blue monday • blue diamond • blue glass* blue streak • blue eyes • the blue and the gray
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Power Tool
Extravaganza

Hillary

Answer I Love Country Music

featuring Miss Makita 1993

CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED
DRIVER. Man in clcctric whcclchair needs
a driver for a new fully automated van.
Destinations: Shopping; sports Cvcnts;
computer classes; and the like. Flexible
schedule available to accommodate
student's class schedule, but mus$ be available several times during the week and a
few hours on weekends- $ 6 / h o u r . Would
consider a two student team. Must have
excellent driving record. Call Charlotte
658-2323 (Days), 869-9074 (Evenings).
LOOKING FOR BABYSITTER' Female
Czech grad student, 24, will work beginning mid-March. Learning English. Daytime or evenings. Flexible. Call Peter 5276033 (o) or 526-4431 (h).
DOWNTOWN LAW FIRM seeking student (pre-lawa pi us) for approx. 12 hours/
week in clerical position. Work with attorneys and paralegals and assist with preparation for trials. Work schedule adaptable
to your class schedule. Send resume to
Meleah Harbour byfacsimileat 652-9400,
or call 652-9600.
WORD PROCESSOR needed at U of H
campus. Work afternoons. Requires proficiency on Macintosh/MS Word with equations for technical typing. Must have good
proofing skills and high level of accuracy.
Interest in broader computer uses is an
asset. Salary commensurate with ability &
experience. Send or bring resume to: Institute for Beam Particle Dynamics, Univ.
of Houston/IBPD-5506, 632 Science
Research I, Houston, TX 77204-5506.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn
up to S2000+/month working on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies. World
travel. Summer & Full-Time employment
available. No cxpcricnce necessary. For
more information call (206) 634-0468
ext. C5849.
T R A V E L A B R O A D A N D WORK.
MAKE U P T O $ 2 0 0 0 - $ 4 0 0 0 + / m o .
teaching basic conversational English in
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching
background or Asian languages required.
For information call: (206) 632-1146 ext.
J5849.
M U S E U M AREA M O N T E S S O R I
S C H O O L needs subs and assistants parttime. Ideal for students with scheduled
classes and times in between. Call Helen at
520-0738 between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m.
YOU KNOW YOU WANT TO, and we
wantyou too. Cohen House is looking for
a few good waiters. Work study is not
required, neither is experience. Flexible
hours. Free food every time you work.
Opportunities for advancement. Call Kris/
Belinda @ 527-4000.
ENGINEERING TUTOR NEEDED
for April 94 F E / E I T examination. Tutor
must have successfully passed exam. Call
Randy 977-1351 or 523-0773.
FRIENDLY AND COURTEOUS salesperson needed for part or full time em-

ployment at River Oaks Plant House. Flexible hours, friendly environment, beautiful
atmosphere. Experience in floral business
preferred. If interested, please call 6225350.
WE'RE O N E BIG HAPPY FAMILY in
need of one happy nanny. Free r o o m /
board, free meals + salary. Ten minutes
from Rice. T o start mid- March. 871-1134.

FOR SALE/RENT
FOR RENT: Small 1-bcdroom apt. in
well-maintained complex. 10 min. from
Rice. All bills paid, covered parking. $43 5 /
mo. CaJI 522-4113 days, 522-4948 evenings.
VERY LARGE sunny room available for
single student. Some furniture, quiet. Leave
message until 11:30 pm. 529-3901.
ROOMMATE WANTED to share 2 bedroom 2 bath condo near the Galleria. $ 3 2 5 /
month includes all bills. Non-smokcnonly.
Phone 784-0213 or Rice ext. 2239. Ask for
A.J.

NOTES AND
NOTICES
AIDS AWARENESS WEEK several Rice
organizations will co-sponsdf the "Names
Project," displaying several six-by-six foot
panels from the AIDS quilt, on Wednesday, February 16th, in the Rice Student
Center outside the Grand Hall. There will
also be a reading of names of persons who
have died from AIDS throughout the day,
educational information, red ribbon handout, and a video about the Names Project
from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
T H E OFFICE OF ACADEMIC ADVISING is now taking applications for the
Goliard Travel Scholarship. The scholarship is open to all full-time Rice undergraduates and provides $1,000 for international travel during the summerof1994.
The deadline for application is Friday,
March 11,1994. Please come byour office
in the Ley Student Center for more information.

MISCELLANEOUS

CONFUSED BY ALL T H E LOZENGE
BANDS? To compound your confusion,
write to: Not Lozenge(s), 2352 Rice Blvd.,
77005.

ADOPTION: Loving, financially secure
couple longs to have a newborn join our
family. Please call Nancy and Jerry. 1-800272-5810 Legal/Confidential.

J O H N E. PARSIH FELLOWSHIP applications are now being solicited. All fulltime returning undergrads arc eligible.
$2500! Look for flyers or gall 527-8101

Apply for a position on the

ext. 2308 for info. Deadline: Fri., Mar. 18
T H E MUSLIM STUDENTS ASSOCIAT I O N will meet on Wednesday, Feb. 16,
1994 in the Meyer Conference Room
from noon to 1pm. This meeting will focus
on the activities planned for Ramadhan.
For more information or to contact an
MSA official, Call the MSA RPC Hotline
at 527-6085 Ext MSA and leave a message.
T H E MUSLIM HOLY M O N T H OF
RAMADHAN begins on Saturday, Feb.
12, 1994 if, as anticipated, the new moon
is sighted Friday night. To confirm the
sighting of the new moon, please call the
MSA RPC Hotline at 527-6085 Ext.
MSA. Please note that there is a small
chance that the moon could be sighted
Thurdsay night, in which case Ramadhan
would begin on Friday. Please call for
updates.
T H E WRC P R O D U C T I O N of Guys und
Dolls needs help with set painting and
construction. No cxpcricnce necessary. Call
630-8951 or 630-8507 for more information.
GAYS AND LESBIANS OF RICE meet
Tuesday and Wednesday evenings at the
coffeehouse. For more info, call Jill Carroll
at 529-5811 or JJ McCoy at 630-8130.
WHAT CAN I DO with a major in Electrical Engineering? If you'd like to find

out, come to the workshop and panel
discussion given by Rice alums. Tuesday,
February 15, 4:00 PM, Career Services
Center.
WHAT ARE YOU going to do this summer? Would you like to be a volunteer?
Come to the SUMMER OPPORTUNITIES FAIR. Wednesday, February 16, 35 PM, Grand Hall, Student Center.
FUTURE ENGINEERS: would you like
to find out what an engineering carccr is
like? Career Services is sponsoring a field
trip to Hoechst Celanese; afternoon includes a plant tour and panel discussion
with engineers from various disciplines.
Fri., Feb. 18, 1-5 PM. Please pre-register
in our office. Questions? Call Deborah
Castillo at x4055 or come by our office.
CAREERS IN ADVERTISING: come
hear speakers from Fogarty and Klein tell
about their careers. Tues., Feb. 15, 7-10
PM, Scwall Hall 303.
D O N ' T SETTLE FOR LESS than you
deserve! Come learn about NEGOTIATING A JOB O F F E R from Dr. Bob
Sanborn. Thurs., Feb. 17, 4 PM, Career
Services.
MAJORS DAY. The Office of Academic
Advising will sponsor Majors Day today
from 12:30 p.m.-2:30 p.m. in the Grand
Hall, RMC. For more information, contact Academic Advising at 527-4060.

• Small Classes
• Highly Trained Instructors
• Free Extra Help
• Multiple Diagnostic Tests
with Real Exams
• Up-to-Date Materials
• Great Score Improvements

Pub Programming Some very
Committee!
good
Two new positions: programming
reasons to Spring Classes
director & publicity coordinator
Forming Now!
take
I^AIso: seniors or juniors interested in
688-5500
I managerial position at the Pub should J
The
^apply now, no experience necessary.^,
THE
Princeton PRINCETON
Get an application at the Pub or call
REVIEW
527-4056 for more details.
Review:
Applications due: February 17
</,
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If you have some creative ideas then
help make a change! ,

LSAT^GMATl
GRE*MCAT
The Pnuct inn Review is affiliated with neither Pnncctoti Umversjiy ncy FfTS

